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Experimental studies on mix-conducting hetero-ionic junctions of anionically (PAA )
and cationically (PAc) functionalized polyacetylene ionomers, as well as each individual
ionomer, in thin-film sandwich configurations are reported for the purpose of better
understanding the interaction between ionic and electronic charge transports in mixed
ionic-electronic conductor (MIEC) systems.
The transport of ions in both individual ionomers as well as their hetero-ionic
junction was investigated via small-amplitude AC impedance spectroscopy in the
absence of significant interference from the electronic charge transport. Modeling of
the impedance results reveal important information about the materials such as: ion
conductivity, activation energy of ion conduction, ion hopping frequency, dielectric
constant, interfacial capacitance, and estimates of effective ion density.
Electrochemical injection of electronic charge carriers into PAA and PAc from
gold electrodes was monitored to determine the applied potentials needed to drive
hole and electron injection into each ionomer. It is found that for both ionomers, the
onset voltages for unipolar and bipolar charge injection are similar, and holes can be
injected at close to zero bias.
IV
The responses of the complete AulPAAIPAciAu hetero-ionic junction, as well as
each constituent ionomer layer in AullonomerlAu configuration, to various stepping
biases were investigated through current-voltage and impedance measurements to
study the origin of the asymmetric current-voltage response observed in the hetero-
ionic junction. Analysis of the results reveal a working mechanism of a mix-conducting
junction that is fundamentally different from that of a purely electronic pn junction.
When illuminated with light, the AulPAAIPAclAu junction exhibits unidirectional
photovoltage and photocurrent with the PAA side at higher potential, while the
AulPAAIAu and AulPAclAu samples exhibit symmetric photoresponses. The efficiency
of photocurrent generation in the AulPAAIPAclAu junction was found to be strongly
dependent on the direction of illumination and on the sample thickness. These
observations can be explained by the difference in the mobility of holes and electrons
and the existence of a built-in ionic space charge region at the PAAIPAc interface.
A mechanism of photoresponse unique to MIEC junctions was proposed, and the
magnitude of built-in potential was estimated.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, I will first introduce the topic of this dissertation and explain its
relevance to current efforts in developing the organic counterparts of silicon-based
semiconductor devices, which has played a crucial role in the modernization of our
society. Then I will define the goal of this dissertation and describe the approaches
used towards achieving this goal. An overview of the dissertation is given at the end
of this chapter.
1.1 Organic semiconductor devices and the role of
polyacetylene ionomers
Semiconductor devices have been essential to the improvement of technologies
during the last few decades of our civilization. They are at the heart of almost
every modern electronic devices like personal computers and cell phones. Since
the early days of semiconductor devices, inorganic materials represented by silicon
and germanium have been the focus of intense research efforts. However, thanks
to the major discovery in 1977 by Chiang et al. that the electronic conductivity
of polyacetylene can be continuously changed from insulating to metallic through
chemical doping,[l] more and more attention have been paid to a new class of carbon-
based materials called "organic semiconductors". The fast growing interest in organic
semiconductors is largely driven by the comparative advantages of these materials
over their traditional inorganic counterparts, such as low-cost processing, mechanical
flexibility, and the vast possibilities to tailor specific properties of the material
through organic synthesis. This new class of materials could play important roles
n ~ n
2
FIGURE 1.1: Chemical structure of polyacetylene ionomers PAA and PAc
in future technologies like lighting, [2, 3, 4, 5] solar energy conversion,[6, 7, 8, 9, 10]
and flexible electronics.[ll, 12, 13, 14]
In the development of organic semiconductor devices, the ability to form stable
pn junctions between dissimilarly doped materials is of vital importance, and such
stable junctions can be formed only if the dopants can be immobilized. For inorganic
semiconductors, this was achieved by exploiting the strong temperature dependence
of dopant mobility, i.e. introducing dopant atoms at high temperature and then cool
down the material to immobilize those dopant atoms. For organic semiconductors,
there are multiple approaches to immobilize the dopants. One of which is the same
as that being used for silicon pn junctions - establish an in-situ pn junction at
a temperature when the dopant mobility is high, then freeze the dopants in place
by quickly lowering the temperature. [15, 16] The drawback of this approach is the
limited temperature range within which the device thus fabricated can function.
Another approach takes advantage of a special type of material called a
"conjugated ionomer" or "conjugated polyelectrolyte", [17] where the charge
compensating dopant ions are covalently attached the the host polymer martix. Two
interesting examples of conjugated ionomers are the anionically and cationically
functionalized polyacetylene, PAA and PAc, respectively, that are shown in Figure-
1.1. In these two ionomers, an ionic functional group is attached to the conjugated
backbone during the synthesis, the conjugated backbone provides the pathway for
electronic carriers, while the unattached ions are free to move within the polymer
matrix, making the material a mixed ionic-electronic conductor(MIEC) in its intrinsic
3state. When the mobile counterions are completely replaced by electronic charge
carriers of the same sign, the material is doped to its fully-internally-compensated
(FIC) state and becomes a purely electronic conductor. The ionomers in FIC states
can be either p-doped(for an anionic ionomer) or n-doped (for a cationic ionomer)
depending on the charge of the bonded ions. Since the dopant ions are immobilized,
when two dissimilarly doped ionomers in FIC states are put into contact, they are
able to form a stable pn junction that exhibits rectifying I-V. [18]
The ability of polyacetylene ionomers to form purely electronic pn junction in
its FIC state is desirable. However, the mix-conducting nature of polyacetylene
ionomers in its undoped or partially doped state is a complex system of great interest
by itself. Such so called "Mixed Ionic-Electronic Conductor (MIEC) systems" have
attracted much attention due to their intriguing properties. For instance, it was
found that in MIECs, the onset of charge injection happens at close to the bandgap
voltage and shows little dependance on electrode work function. [3] Furthermore,
an asymmetric current-voltage response was reported in a hetero-ionic junction of
undoped anionic and cationic polyacetylene ionomers,[19] and photovoltaic response
was observed in an undoped hetero-ionic MIEC junction between DPAS-Na+ and
[Ru(bpyh] 2+ (PF6h. [20] It is generally agreed that the interaction between ionic
charge transport and electronic charge transport in these MIEC systems plays a
crucial role in the system's response, but the details of the interaction remains largely
controversial. Better understanding of how MIEC systems work is essential to further
utilizing the novel features of these complex systems.
The coexistence of ionic and electronic conductivity within a single phase makes
polyacetylene ionomers a valuable platform for studying mixed conduction in MIEC
system. In this work, I hope to make my contribution to the understanding of charge
transport in MIEC systems and their junctions, through a series of experiments
carried out on devices based on polyacetylene ionomers.
41.2 Charge transport in mix-conducting hetero-ionic
junction: existing hypotheses
The focus of this dissertation is to understand the mechanism of asymmetric
charge transport through the mix-conducting AulPAAIPAclAu hetero-ionic junction,
as illustrated in Fig-1.2.
FIGURE 1.2: Schematic of the polyacetylene hetero-ionic junction with electrodes.
Up to date, there has been relatively few published studies on the subject of charge
transport in mix-conducting hetero-ionic junctions. More efforts have been focused
on purely electronic junctions such as silicon pn junction, purely ionic junctions such
as bipolar membranes,[21] and membrane-separated redox junctions[22] resembling
batteries where no continuous current could be sustained at steady state. The lack
of more detailed studies on mix-conducting hetero-ionic junctions likely contributed
to the fact that the working mechanism of such junction is still not well understood.
So far two hypotheses has been proposed.
1.2.1 The asymmetric injection hypothesis
In 2004, Cheng et al. first reported the observation of unidirectional current in
a mix-conducting polyacetylene hetero-ionic junction. [19] The authors hypothesized
that the asymmetry in the MIEC junction's I-V response is the result of an asymmetry
in the charge injection process at the two electrodelionomer interfaces due to
(1) difference in interfacial capacitances of ionic double layers formed at different
electrode surfaces and (2) only holes can be injected into PAA. The proposed working
5mechanism is illustrated in Figure-1.3. This hypothesis will be called the "asymmetric
injection" hypothesis based on the underlying assumptions.
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FIGURE 1.3: Working mechanism of the polyacetylene hetero-ionic junction
according to the asymmetric injection hypothesis. For both forward and reverse
bias, applied potential drops almost entirely on the AulPAA interface. At forward
bias(Right), hole injection was enhanced, while at reverse bias(Left), electron
injection into PAA could not happen due to special property of PAA.
Two prevIOUS experimental results are central to this hypothesis: (i) The
capacitance of the AulPAc interface was estimated to be much larger than that of the
AulPAA interface,[23] and (ii) PAc can be both reversibly p and n doped through
electrochemistry, but only reversible p doping of PAA was observed.[24] According
to this hypothesis, the PAAIPAc interface does not playa crucial role and can be
omitted for simplicity. Because of (i), the applied potential will drop almost entirely
at the AulPAA interface. At forward bias (see right half of Fig-1.3) the large potential
drop at the AulPAA interface drives hole injection into PAA and eventually electron
injection into PAc as well. The bipolar injection allows the total amount of electronic
6charge carriers in the junction to be substantially increased to improve the overalll
conductivity of the junction. At reverse bias (see left half of Fig-1.3), however, the
large potential drop at AulPAA interface does not lead to electron injection into PAA
as implied by (ii), consequently only a limited amount of holes can be injected into
the PAc layer. The unipolar electronic charge injection at reverse biases limits the
total amount of charge carriers in the junction and leads to much lower current than
at forward biases.
1.2.2 The ionic P-N junction hypothesis
Later in 2006, another work on MIEC hetero-ionic junction was reported by
Bernards et al.. Asymmetric current-voltage response and light emission as well as
photovoltaic response was observed from a ITOIDPAS-Na+I[Ru(bpY)3]2+(PF6hIAu
junction. [20] The authors proposed a different working mechanism which will be
called the "ionic P-N junction" hypothesis, as illustrated in Fig-lA, to explain the
origin of these observations.
According to the "ionic P-N junction" hypothesis, the equilibration of mobile
charges between the two constituent MIECs is analogous to what happens in a silicon
pn junction except that holes and electrons are now replaced by mobile Na+ ions
and mobile PF6 ions. The junction is thus termed an "ionic P-N junction" by the
author. As a result of the mobile ion equilibration, an electric field was set up by
uncompensated ionic charges across the DPAS-Na+I[Ru(bpy)aF+(PF6 h interface
to balance the diffusion current of mobile ions. This built-in field also sets up a
barrier for hole transport from DPAS-Na+ into [Ru(bpy)a]2+(PF6 h and vice versa
for electrons.
At forward bias, the built-in field is suppressed and the barrier for hole injection
into [Ru(bpY)3F+ (PF6 h is reduced, at the same time the injection of holes from
ITO electrode into DPAS-Na+ is enhanced by increased potential drop across that
interface. The electron transport is enhanced in a similar way, thus the overall
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FIGURE 1.4: Schematic of the ITOIDPAS-Na+I[Ru(bpYh]2+(PFi3hIAu ionic
junction according to Bernards et al.. (A) The device structure. (B) Details at
the junction interface. (C)Relevant energy levels before (dotted lines) and after(solid
lines) contact.
current is increased and light is emitted from the recombination of injected holes
and electrons. Reverse bias increases the magnitude of the built-in field across the
DPAS-Na+I[Ru(bpYh]2+(PFi3h interface and as a consequence, only a small portion
of the applied potential drops at the electrode interfaces to help electronic carrier
injection. The poor injection at reverse bias leads to lower overall current than
forward bias.
When the junction is illuminated, the built-in electric field assists in the
dissociation of excitons and the separation of holes and electrons, which leads to
the observation of a photovoltaic response.
81.3 Testing the hypotheses
The two different hypotheses described in the previous section both seemed
capable of explaining what was observed in the corresponding system. One question
that naturally arises, is whether the two systems are indeed so different that they
entail drastically different working mechanisms, or, since both systems are examples
of the same broader family of MIEC junctions, they share the same fundamental
working mechanism and only differ at the level of specific details inherent to each
system.
Two specific details might be important. The first detail is about the MIEC/MIEC
inteface. The ITOIDPAS-Na+I[Ru(bpY)3]2+(PFtihIAu was fabricated by soft
lamination of the two constituent layers, which supposedly produces an abrupt
junction interface. Whereas the AulPAAIPAciAu junction was fabricated by spin-
coating PAA on top of a dried PAc layer, taking advantage of the fact that the
solvent in PAA solution doesn't dissolve PAc. Due to the possibility that PAc could
be swelled during the deposition of PAA layer, the resulting junction interface could
have a significantly larger effective area than that of an abrupt junction.
The second detail is that for the AuIPAA/PAcIAu junction, it was believed that
only holes can be reversibly injected into PAA while both electrons and holes can
be injected into PAc, but otherwise the two ionomers have similar electronic energy
levels as implied by similarities in their optical absorbtion spectrum (see Fig-1.5) and
oxidative doping potential.
One major difference between the two hypotheses is the role of the MIEC/MIEC
interface. In the "asymmetric injection" hypothesis, the MIEC/MIEC interface was
considered unimportant to the asymmetric I-V response, while in the "ionic P-N
junction" hypothesis, the MIEC/MIEC interface was considered the source of the
observed asymmetries in the device's response to applied bias and illumination.
It is important to point out that the "asymmetric injection" hypothesis does
not preclude the existence of a built-in field across the MIEC/MIEC interface,
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FIGURE 1.5: The UV-Visible optical absorbtion spectrum of PAA and PAc.
since the existence of such a built-in field will indeed strengthen the asymmetric
response according the hypothesis. It is possible that due to the spin-coating process,
the PAAIPAc interface was indeed quite rough and therefore has a much higher
capacitance than both the AulPAA interface and the AulPAc interface. In such case
the PAAIPAc interface would still be relatively unimportant even if a built-in electric
field exist.
The situation in the "ionic P-N junction" hypothesis was complicated by the
existence of another asymmetry in the junction - the specific energy level alignment
of the two materials already implies a low barrier for hole transport from DPAS-Na+
into [Ru(bpyhP+(PF6h and a higher barrier for electron transport in the other
direction. This additional asymmetry could give rise to similar observations.
Considering the above details, the following additional experiments will be helpful
to our further understanding of the MIEC junction:
Expt-A: Photovoltaic response of a MIEC junction that has negligible electronic
energy level asymmetry] or a weak asymmetry that is in the opposite direction
of the hypothesized ionic P-N junction.
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Expt-B: A comparison of injected charge carriers between forward and reverse bias.
Expt-C: Measurement of capacitance ratios among the three interfaces involved in
the "asymmetric injection" hypothesis) through an independent method.
If a photovoltaic response is observed in Expt-A, the existence of a built-
in electric field according to the "ionic P-N junction" hypothesis will be strongly
supported. On the other hand, the result of Expt-B will be a direct test of the
difference in the amount of injected charged carriers predicted by both hypotheses,
and the result of Expt-C will be an independent verification of the "asymmetric
injection" hypothesis. Since PAA and PAc have similar electronic energy levels, all
of the above experiments could be conducted on the AulPAAIPAciAu system.
1.4 Dissertation overview
The reminder of this dissertation is organized as following. Chapter-II focus on
the characterization of ionic charge transport in PAA and PAc as well as in the
complete junction via small amplitude (~50mV) AC impedance spectroscopy. The
work in this chapter provides important information about the ionic aspects of the
system such as the ionic conductivity, the capacitance of each interface, the effective
ion density, and the ion hopping frequency.
Then the electronic charge injection processes for both ionomers are investigated
III Chapter-III, by isolating the injection process from the electronic conduction
process through the use of separating electrolyte. The results in this chapter will
provide answers to important questions such as, what are the onset voltages of hole
and electron injection into PAA and PAc from Au electrode, how the injected charge
carriers are balanced, and how the materiail's electronic conductivity is influenced
by the electronic charge carrier injection.
In Chapter-IV and Chapter-V, steady state and time dependent current-voltage
measurements on AuIPAAIPAcIAu, AuIPAAIAu, and AulPAclAu under various
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conditions are conducted to learn how ionic and electronic charge transport interact
with each other. The results from these two chapters will provide information on
how the system evolves under different applied bias, the amount of charge carriers
being injected at each bias, how strongly they affect the overall current, and the likely
concentration profile of ionic charge carriers at steady-state. These information will
be used to identify the origin of the AulPAAIPAciAu junction's asymmetric current-
voltage response.
The photovoltaic response of Au/PAAIPAcIAu as well as each individual ionomer
with Au electrodes are presented in Chapter-VI, with a proposed mechanism that is
unique to MIEC junctions to explain the observations.
Finally, results are summarized and future works suggested in Chapter-VII.
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CHAPTER II
CHARACTERIZATION OF ION TRANSPORT
THROUGH IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY
In this chapter, the ionic charge transport in both PAA and PAc will be
investigated through small amplitude (::;50mV) AC impedance spectroscopy. The
use of a small amplitude signal is intended to minimize the interference from
electronic charge transport. By analyzing the impedance data, we will be able to
obtain important information about ionic transport in each ionomer, such as the
ionic conductivity, the ionic double layer capacitance, the effective ion density, the
dielectric constant of the polymer matrix, and the ion hopping frequency. Small
amplitude impedance measurements on AulPAAIPAclAu samples are also conducted
and compared to individual ionomers.
2.1 Introduction
Undoped conjugated ionomers such as PAA and PAc are important to the study
of electronic devices based on polymeric mixed ionic/electronic conduction. These
polyacetylene ionomers have been used to explore the fundamentals of conjugated
ionomer electronics. For instance, they have been used in developing a conjugated
polymer pn junction[18] and in the observation of unidirectional current flow in a
so-called hetero-ionic junction. [19]
The ionic charge transport in these mix-conducting materials playa crucial role in
determining their chemistry, electronic properties, and device physics. In Chapter-I
we have seen that one important assumption in the "asymmetric injection" hypothesis
is the asymmetry in ionic double layer polarization between PAA and PAc, but the
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double layer capacitance was estimated through discharging measurements - a rather
indirect method that could be complicated by the presence of injected electronic
charges. A careful study on the fundamentals of ion motion through these materials
could be very helpful in understanding the device physics of the MIEC hetero-ionic
junction.
Additionally, due to the fact that both PAA and PAc are X-ray amorphous
materials in their glassy states, [25] these materials provide an interesting bridge
between traditional crystalline solid ionic conductors[26, 27] and high performance
polymer electrolytes exhibiting high ionic conductivities above their glass transition
temperatures. [28, 29, 30, 31] They are perhaps most comparable to ionically
conducting inorganic glasses, where there has been substantial work on transport
mechanisms and on the interpretation of their dielectric response. [32]
Small amplitude impedance spectroscopy presents an ideal tool for the study
of ion transport in these mix-conducting ionomers. Substantial ion polarization in
these materials is known to facilitate charge injection into the material, therefore the
small amplitude is desirable since the effect of charge injection is thus minimized and
complication of results avoided. Furthermore, the methods for analyzing impedance
data from ion conducting materials have been well established.
2.2 Experimental details
2.2.1 Materials
The mostly trans form poly[2-cyclooctatetraenylethyltrimethylammonium
triflate] , PAc, and poly(tetramethylammonium 2-cyclooctatetraenylethanesulfonate) 1
PAA , were synthesized using the methods described in a previous study. [33] The
non-ionic control material poly(trimethylsilylcyclooctatetraene) was synthesized as
described in the literature. [34] Polymer structure was confirmed by 1H NMR and
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FIGURE 2.1: Schematic of a single layer ionomer in sandwich geometry
UVjvis spectroscopy. Acetonitrile was distilled and freeze-pump-thaw degassed
prior to use. Anhydrous dimethylformamide and methanol (Aldrich) were filtered
through teflon membrane filters (0.2 Mm) before use.
2.2.2 Sample preparation
The AulIonomerlAu sandwich structures were prepared on glass-slide substrates.
A schematic of a complete sample is shown in Fig-2.1 for a single layer structure.
The glass slides were cleaned by first soaking them in concentrated Hel for at least
4 hours followed by a thorough rinse with deionized water. Bottom electrodes were
prepared by sequential thermal evaporation of a Cr adhesion layer (3 nm) followed by
an Au layer (12 nm) onto the glass slides. A circular electrode area of A = 0.12 cm2
was defined by using a physical evaporation mask. During the fabrication of single
layer devices, polymer films were deposited onto the bottom gold electrodes via spin-
coating from a 10 mgjml solution of either PAc in dimethylformamide or PAA in
methanol. During the fabrication of bi-Iayer ionomer junctions, a layer of PAA was
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spin-coated on top of a dried PAc layer. After spin-coating, the excess material
outside of the predefined electrode area was carefully removed. The thickness of the
film was controlled by varying the spin speed and was measured using a Dektak-6M
profiler at 10mg stylus force. After spin-coating, films were dried under vacuum (20
mTorr) for at least 4 hours. A 15-nm-thick Au layer was then thermally evaporated
onto the polymer film to complete the sandwich structure. The top Au contact
was evaporated at a rate of at least 10nm/min, and the substrate temperatures was
typically below 40°C during evaporation. Electrical contacts to the electrodes were
made by silver printing tinned-copper wires onto the contact pads of the metal films.
Epoxy was then used to strengthen each contact. After thermal evaporation of the
top contact, all samples were stored under vacuum (20 mTorr) for at least 4 hours
and then annealed at 125°C under active vacuum for 8 hours to drive out residual
solvent. UV-Vis spectroscopy was used to monitor any change in the material due
to annealing and minimal changes were observed.
2.2.3 Impedance measurements
The sample in sandwich geometry was put into a stainless steel container fitted
with electrical feedthroughs and a valve for evacuation. After contact wires were
attached to the sample and a thermocouple fixed to the surface of the glass substrate,
the container was evacuated to less than 20 mTorr and then kept under active vacuum
during the annealing process and throughout the dielectric measurements. The
temperature of the sample was controlled by a SUN EClO Environmental Chamber.
A Solartron S1-1296A dielectric interface in combination with a Solartron S1-1260
impedance analyzer was used for all dielectric measurements. The SMART software
from Solartron Analytical was used for interfacing both the S1-1296A and the S1-1260.
The amplitude of the voltage signal was 10 mV for PAA and 50 mV for PAc and
PAAIPAc junction. The measurements were independent of drive amplitude over the
range 10-100 mV. Exposure to acetonitrile vapor was accomplished under passive
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FIGURE 2.2: The change in UV/Vis spectra of a PAc sample with thermal history.
The sample was annealed under active vacuum (P < 20 mTorr). black line: before
annealing, Ted line: after annealing at 398K for 10 hours, blue line: after annealing
at 398K for 10 hours and 408K for 10 hours.
vacuum by exposing the sample chamber to acetonitrile vapor from a reservoir of
degassed liquid acetonitrile.
The apparent relative permittivity, Eapp = E~pp - iE~pp, and conductivity, (Japp =
(J~pp + i(J~pp, were calculated from the raw complex impedance Z in the standard
manner: Eapp = (Japp/,iWEo = L/iwAZEo, where EO is the vacuum permittivity. The
dielectric loss tangent, Tan5 = E~pp/E~pp = Tan(e + 7r/2) where e is the measured
phase angle, was also calculated. The capacitance of the sample is usually expressed
in terms of capacitance per unit area, Farad/cm2 .
2.3 Results from single layer samples
Dielectric spectra were collected for PAc and PAA thin films sandwiched between
gold electrodes. The spectra were collected over the temperature range of 298K
to 398K and with thicknesses ranging from 155 nm to 1740 nm for PAA and 150
nm to 835 nm for PAc. The temperature range was dictated by the measurable
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impedance on the low end and by stability on the high end. At temperatures higher
than 408K, noticeable degradation of the cell impedance and absorption spectrum
of the polymer were observed (see Fig-2.2). The range over which high quality thin
films could be reproducibly fabricated dictated the thicknesses studied. In this study,
the change of sample thickness L due to thermal expansion was assumed negligible
based on the fact that the thermal expansion coefficient of similar polymers is on
the order of 10-4 mm/mm/K. [35] Although the diffusion of Au into the polymer
during top contact evaporation could be significant for thin films under certain
evaporation condition,[36, 37] it was considered negligible in this study based on the
fast evaporation rate(2:lOnm/min) and low substrate temperature «40°C) during
our evaporation process. The lack of apparent thickness dependance in the calculated
high frequency limiting dielectric constant also supports this assumption.
2.3.1 The effect of residual solvent and reproducibility of data
During the early exploration of the impedance experiments, it was found that
residual solvent has a strong effect on the measured impedance spectrum. Minute
changes in the amount of residual solvent over time under active evacuation causes
considerable change in the impedance spectrum measured successively, and the results
are consequently not very reproducible. A more dramatic change in conductance due
to intentionally introduced acetonitrile solvent vapor is shown in Fig-2.3.
Annealing of the sample at elevated temperature under active vacuum seemed to
reduce residual solvent to a point that successive impedance measurements done on
the sample yield almost identical results, as exemplified by the excellent overlap of
two sets of data in Fig-2.4 from the same sample. The annealing process was then
used as a standard procedure to reduce variations due to residual solvent between
samples.
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FIGURE 2.3: The change in conductance of a PAc sample after exposing it to
saturated acetonitrile vapor at room temperature. solid circles: under vacuum, open
circles: after equilibrated with acetonitrile vapor. The experiment was done in an
oxygen free environment.
2.3.2 Temperature dependence, thickness dependence, and general
features of impedance data
In presenting the basic features of the experimental results, the PAc samples
are used as representative. Qualitatively similar results were observed for the PAA
samples. Fig-2.5 shows the results for a PAc sample of thickness L = 150 nm at
T = 338 K. To illustrate the various features of the response, the data are shown
in terms of the complex permittivity (Eapp(W) = E~pp(W) - iE~pp(w)), the real part of
the conductivity (J~pp(w)), and the loss tangent (Tan J) in part A. The temperature
dependence of E~pp(W) is shown in part B. The subscript "app" is to emphasize that
these are apparent quantities calculated directly from the experimentally measured
impedance and phase angle of the entire sample cell.
Because of the relatively thin film geometry used, the onset of the experimental
cell's RC relaxation was observed at the high frequency end of the dielectric spectrum.
The RC time constant predicted from the cell geometry, E
'
in the relevant frequency
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FIGURE 2.4: Two sets of temperature dependent conductivity data measured from
the same PAc sample consecutively, after annealing. open symbols: fist set of
measurement, lines: second set of measurement.
range, and lead resistance is rv 1 X 10-7 s. This time constant is just outside the
experimentally measured range of frequency and consistent with the onset of this
process being visible. The assignment of the RC cell relaxation to the high frequency
portion of the spectrum is also supported by the weak temperature dependence of
E~pp(W) observed in the high frequqency region (see Fig-2.5-b).
Aside from the RC relaxation of the experimental cell, there are two primary
regimes of behavior observed: an electrode polarization process at low frequency and
a dispersive ion transport regime at intermediate frequency. These two regimes are
typical for measurements of glassy ionic conductors using blocking electrodes, and
their assignment to physical processes at the outset is made for clarity. The validity
of this assignment will be further supported throughout the remainder of this section.
The electrode polarization resulted in a peak in the dielectric loss at wep
and a corresponding sharp decrease in (J~pp(w) as W decreased below wep ' In
this low frequency regime, the limiting slope in the log-log representation ( s ==
dlog[(J~pp(w)/(J~pp(wep)]/dlog(w/wep) ) was not observed to be two as would be
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FIGURE 2.5: a: A representative set of impedance data collected from a 150 nm
thick PAc sampIe at T=338K. The real part (solid line) and imaginary part (dashed
line) of apparent relative permittivity, the real part of apparent conductivity (open
circles, right ordinate), and the loss tangent (dotted line). b: the change of E~pp(W)
with temperature for the same sample.
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predicted for a pure capacitance. Rather, s was frequency dependent with a
maximum near s = 1.5. Correspondingly, the E~pp(W) was not observed to plateau at
low frequency, but to gradually rise with decreasing frequency. At frequencies just
above wep , a near plateau in the (J~pp(w) was observed then giving way to a gradual
increase in (J~pp (w) with increasing frequency. At the highest frequencies, the limiting
value of s = 2 was observed consistent with the ideal RC relaxation of the sample
cell.
The thickness dependence of the dielectric response was measured to aid in
assigning the various regimes of behavior. Fig-2.6 shows the frequency dependence
of (J~pp (w) and W8E~pp/ow for PAc at two different thicknesses. The logarithmic
derivative is shown to highlight changes in the slope of E~pp (w). The derivative
spectrum can also be viewed as a representation of the dielectric loss, obtained
through the Kramers-Kronig relation, omitting purely dissipative transport processes
that only contribute to E~pp(W) but not to f~pp(w).[38, 39] In Fig-2.6, the data are
shown only up to the onset of the RC cell relaxation to focus on the ionic processes
and provide a clearer picture of the dispersive transport regime than in Fig-2.5.
The responses from dispersive ion transport versus electrode polarization
exhibited different thickness dependencies as expected for bulk versus interfacial
processes. The peak in the derivative spectrum of E~pp(W) (and in E~pp(W)) at wep
was observed to shift to lower frequency with increasing thickness. This is consistent
with an electrode polarization process governed by a thickness-independent, double-
layer charging capacitance and a resistance to ion transport that increases with
film thickness. Both (J~pp(w) and E~pp(W) in the intermediate-frequency, dispersive-
transport regime were observed to be independent of thickness. The thickness
independent and gradually increasing (J~pp(w) with s < 1 implies a bulk dispersive
process with contributions from both long-range transport - as evidenced by the
plateau in (J~pp(w) - and polarization. [40, 41] The latter was also evidenced by the
observation of a shoulder in the derivative spectrum of E~pp(W) at frequencies above
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FIGURE 2.6: The logarithmic derivative of real relative permittivity (solid symbols,
left ordinate) and apparent conductivity (open symbols, right ordinate) of two PAc
samples of different thickness at 338K
WL (see fig-2.6). The onset of this shoulder was observed to correspond with the
dispersive rising in (J~pp (W ) .
The dielectric data in the electrode polarization and dispersive transport regimes
were observed to be strongly temperature dependent as shown for E~pp(W) in fig-
2.5. Normalizing the frequency axis by wep to construct a master plot superimposed
the E~pp(W) and (J~pp(w) spectra in the frequency range corresponding to dispersive
transport and the onset of electrode polarization (see Fig-2.7). At frequencies
substantially lower than wep , the spectra were not observed to superimpose. Rather,
the magnitude of the E~pp in the low frequency regime was observed to increase with
temperature.
2.3.3 DC ionic conductivity and activation energy
A key quantity of interest is the temperature dependence of the DC ionic
conductivity. Ideally, the DC conductivity, (JDC would be extracted from the low
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FIGURE 2.7: A master plot of real relative permittivity E~pp(W/wep) for a 150 nm
thick PAc sample within the temperature range from 298K to 388K in 10K increment.
frequency plateau of the AC conductivity. When blocking electrodes are employed,
the extent of this low frequency plateau is limited by the onset of electrode
polarization. In our system, s was observed to approach zero near the peak in
the loss tangent WL, and consequently, the (/~pp(WL) was taken as an estimate of
the DC conductivity. Although the validity of this approach relies on the extent
to which (/~pp(w) truly plateaus, it is a model-free estimate that can be applied in
a straightforward and consistent manner to all of our data. This estimate is latter
compared and found to be consistent with values obtained by modeling the full
(/app(w) spectrum.
Fig-2.8 shows the temperature dependence of (/~pp(WL) for PAA and PAc samples
of different thicknesses. As can be seen, there is little dependence on film thickness
again consistent with the assignment of (/~pp(wd to a bulk process. The (/~pp(WL)was
observed to vary less than 15% over the four PAc samples. The activation energies
extracted from the temperature dependence of the (/~pp(WL) data are 0.94 eV for PAc
and 0.97 eV for PAA.
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FIGURE 2.8: Arrhenius plot of the AC conductivity value at loss tangent peak
frequency WL from four PAA samples (solid symbols) and four PAc samples (open
symbols) of varying thickness.
To assist in assigning the type of charge carrier - electronic or ionic - samples
swollen with acetonitrile vapor were also studied. Equilibration of films with
acetonitrile vapor resulted in a~pp(wL) increasing by six orders of magnitude (see
Fig-2.3). A nonionic analogue to PAc and PAA with the ionic side chains replaced
by a trimethylsilyl group (specifically, poly(trimethylsilylcyclooctatetraene)) was also
studied at T = 338K, and it was observed to have a substantially lower a~pp(wd than
either of the ion containing polymers at this temperature.
2.4 Equivalent Circuit Modeling
There have been a wide range of approaches to modeling the dielectric spectrum
of dispersive ionic conductors. These typically involve a phenomenological model
of ion transport incorporated into an equivalent circuit that also takes into account
geometric and electrode polarization processes. [42] Such modeling can provide a more
complete parameterization of the dielectric response and additional insights into its
underlying physical basis.
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2.4.1 Details about the modeling
Complex non-linear least-squares was used to fit (Japp(w) for PAA and PAc to the
equivalent circuit shown in Fig-2.9 using the LEVM program developed by Macdonald
and coworkers. [42, 43] The circuit used contained a distributed resistive element
(PKWW) to model the bulk ionic processes within the ionomers. Taken in series with
PKWW was a pure capacitor (Cdl ) to model interfacial double layer charging. It was
found that fitting result could be improved by using a distributed model of double
layer charging(see below). Both Cd1 and PKWW were taken in parallel with a second
pure capacitance Cp = EDEoAjL to model the polarization response of the ion-free
polymer matrix. The use of the pure parallel capacitance Cp assumes that there
are no relaxations (e.g. dipolar) attributable to the polymer matrix throughout
the frequency range modeled. The dielectric constant ED can be assigned to that
describing the polarization response of the system in the absence of mobile charge
carriers. For the glassy and conjugated polymers studied herein, this likely consists
of mainly electronic polarization processes that persist up to frequencies beyond the
upper limit of the measurement range.
v
FIGURE 2.9: Equivalent circuit of the AulIonomerlAu structure.
The PKWW used is that originally described by Macedo et at. [44] and is often
referred to as the modulus formalism; this approach is based on a modulus level
description and a Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) [45] stretched exponential
decay of the electric field under the constraint of constant displacement. The KWW
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decay function ¢(t) is characterized by a characteristic time TKWW and exponent (3:
When cast in terms of p(w) = l/(T(w), the P is given by:
Po - Pp(w) = . ( )00 [1 - I(w)] + Poo
1,W T
(2.1)
(2.2)
where Po == (TOI - p(w = 0) = p'(w = 0) , Poo = p(w = 00) = p'(w = (0), and I(w) is
the response function:
100 g(T) 100 d¢(t)I(w) = . dT = --d-exp(-iwt)dto 1 + 1,WT 0- t (2.3)
The g(T) is the distribution of relaxation times T describing the KWW electric field
decay at constant displacement. The average of this distribution, (T), is given by:
100 Tg(T) r [{3~I](T) = l' dT = TKWW {3o +1,WT (2.4)
where r is the gamma function. The related distribution defined by Tg(T) has also
been interpreted in terms of a distribution of resistivity relaxation times arising,
for instance, from a distribution of activation energies for carrier transport. [46] The
approach above has been used to model a variety of ionically conducting glasses, and
it can be related to the microscopic hopping model of Scher and Lax[47] with (T)
being identified as the mean waiting time. [48]
The PKWW used herein is provided within the LEVM program as the "KWW1"
distributed element. The complete set of parameters for the equivalent circuit model
are (T), {3, Po, Poo, Cdl , and CD· Typically and herein, poo is assumed zero because
the experimental frequency range does not extend sufficiently high for the resistivity
to approach this limit. A cutoff of T is set at In(Tmin/TKWW ) = -6.7.
The (T(w) data were first fit with a freely varying {3. The value of {3 in this
approach was found to vary somewhat with temperature, but it was typically found
to be near {3 = 1/3 as is typical for glassy ionic conductors. [41, 49] Consequently, {3
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was fixed at a value of 1/3 for all of the fits. This not only reduced the number of
fitting parameters to a total of four ((T), Po, Cdl , ED)' but it also made possible the
use of exact rather than numerical approximations in the evaluation of I(w) within
the LEVM program.
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FIGURE 2.10: A comparison of LEVM fitting results for a 835nm thick PAc sample
at T=338K. KWW1 response with f3 = 1/3 and cutoff at In (Tmin/TKWW ) = -6.7
was chosen to represent PKWW in the equivalent circuit. Solid line: Cdl treated as a
distributed element. Dash line: Cdl treated as an ideal capacitor.
2.4.2 Modeling results
The results of two fitting approaches are compared in Fig-2.10 for a typical set
of experimental data. The dashed line in Fig-2.10 was obtained by using an ideal
capacitor to account for ionic double layer charging. The near room temperature
values of Cdl were 3.5 x 10--6 Fcm-2 and 2.5 x 10-6 Fcm-2 for PAA and PAc,
respectively. It can be seen that the very low frequency data were not well modeled
by a simple ideal capacitor. A better fit over the entire frequency range was achieved
by using a distributed circuit element to model the double layer charging as shown
by the solid line in Fig-2.10. The use of a distributed element, however, does require
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additional parameters beyond those mentioned above. The differences in the resulting
Po and (T) between the two fitting approaches are 5% and 15%, respectively. Hence,
for these parameters of interest, the choice of a pure capacitance versus a distributed
capacitance results in only a small difference. The values of 0"0 obtained from the
distributed capacitance approach are compared with O"~pp(WL) in Fig-2.11. The two
estimating methods yield essentially the same result. The best-fit values of CD were
found to be 4.2 for PAA and 4.5 for PAc near room temperature (T=308K).
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FIGURE 2.11: DC conductivity values of two PAc samples, estimated through
different methods. Open symbols are the AC conductivity values at loss tangent
peak frequency WL, solid symbols are results from Complex Nonlinear Least Square
fitting.
The temperature dependance of ion hopping rate Wh = (T)-l for four different
samples of both PAA and PAc are shown in Fig-2.12. The Wh are independent
of the sample thickness, and the average activation energies obtained through the
temperature dependance of Wh are identical to that obtained through the temperature
dependance of O"~pp (wL)'
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PAA (solid symbols) and four PAc (open symbols) samples of different thickness.
2.4.3 Discussion
The observed frequency and temperature dependencies of (Japp for PAA and
PAc are more similar to that observed in ionically conducting inorganic glasses
than in conventional polymer electrolytes. This is as expected because the latter
are typically polymer-salt complexes characterized above their glass transition
temperatures [28, 29, 30, 39] whereas PAA and PAc are both in their glassy state
over the entire temperature range studied. The (JDC for both the PAA and PAc
ionomers is strongly activated with T = 308K values (1.1 x 10- 11 Sjcm and
1.3 x 10-12 Sjcm, respectively) that are low relative to high performance solid
electrolytes. [28, 29, 30, 31] Although the temperature range of the measurements
was only 90K, the strongly activated transport still provided over three orders
of magnitude change in (JDC to establish Arrhenius behavior. The Arrhenius
temperature dependence is comparable to that observed in glassy and crystalline
solid-state ionic conductors.[50, 27] It differs from classic polymer electrolytes where
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Vogel-Tamman-Fulcher behavior is typically observed because of the importance of
polymer segmental motion above the glass transition temperature. [28]
The observed activation energies describing rJDc(T) for the ions in PAA and PAc
were very similar, and they are on the high end of that observed in inorganic glasses.
For instance, the widely studied sodium silicate glasses have activation energies for
the transport of Na+ in the range of 0.5-1.0 eV depending on network modifier. The
relatively large activation energies for the transport of the organic ions Me4N+ and
CF3S03 is not surprising given their size. Molecular modeling reveals that the ion
sizes are r"'-'1.9A for the CF3S03 anion in PAc and r"'-'2.2A for Me4N+ cations
in PAA . These ions are much larger than the typical alkali metal ions studied in
solid-state ionic conductors. Within a classical model such as that of Anderson and
Stuart, the large activation energy for transport is correlated with the need to open a
relatively large "doorway" within the matrix for the ion to pass through in addition
to any electrostatic energy terms. [51]
The activation energy for ionic conductivity has important consequences for
applications of conjugated ionomers. First, it plays a central role in determining
the room temperature ionic conductivity, which determines the time response for
any devices that relies on the redistribution of ions within the material. The
relatively large activation energies for PAA and PAc imply that devices based on their
mixed ionic/electronic character will have relatively slow response times. Second, it
determines the extent to which ions can be redistributed at one temperature and
then frozen in at a second temperature. There have been a number of studies on so-
called frozen junctions based on mixed ionic/electronic conducting polymers. [15, 16]
In these junctions, an applied bias is used to redistribute ions within the active
material at an elevated temperature and this new structure is then frozen in place
by quenching the sample to low temperature, thereby freezing in the ion distribution
established with the applied bias. The extent to which this approach is successful is
intimately coupled to the activation energy for ion motion. A large activation energy
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is beneficial when a large contrast in the time scale for ion motion at high vs. low
temperature is desired.
Ionic conductivity in solid-state crystalline and glassy conductors is usually
described in terms of the hopping of charge carriers in a random walk, in which
case the DC conductivity is given by:[52]
ge2a2
(JDC = kBT NWh (2.5)
where Wh is the mean hopping rate, 9 is a geometrical factor that is set to 1/6
for a 3D hopping network, N is the the concentration of mobile ions, and a is the
mean hopping distance. In many applications of Eq.2.5 , both Nand Wh have been
considered temperature dependent. The dependence of N on temperature arises from
considering two populations of ions: one mobile and the other not. [53, 50, 32] This
leads to the activation energy for (JDC being a composite of the activation energy for
ion hopping and the enthalpy for free carrier formation. The extent to which this
is true can be probed if separate measures of both the Wh and (JDC are available.
The distributed nature of the ionic transport was well modeled by the modulus
formalism. As mentioned above, the modulus formalism can be interpreted in terms
of the microscopic continuous time random walk model of Scher and Lax[47] with (7)
the mean waiting time for a hop. Hence, the analysis of (Japp(w) within the modulus
formalism yields measures of both (JDC and Wh in Eq.2.5.
The activation energies for (7) --1 and (Jo were found to be identical within
experimental error. This close parallel argues for a single type of mobile ions, albeit
one described by a distribution of hopping times. This is perhaps not surprising given
the high ion density and amorphous nature of PAA and PAc. In such disordered
materials, it is difficult to draw a clean distinction between a mobile and immobile
ion population.
The similarity of the activation energy for (7) -1 and (JO implies that the quantity
N is the stoichiometric ion density, which is rv 2.1 x 1021 cm-3 for PAA and rv 1.8 x
1021 cm-3 for PAc. Hence it is possible to estimate the quantity a within Eq.2.5
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leading to the value of a = 0.5A and a = 0.6A for PAA and PAc, respectively. For
comparison, the average distances between ions in PAA and PAc are'" 7.8A and
'" 8.2A , respectively. The small value of a calculated is consistent with the idea that
only relatively small displacements are possible because of the substantial dilation
or rearrangement of the polymer required for ion motion. The small a could also be
interpreted in terms of hops of longer distance but on a nearly filled lattice. In this
case, the N term in Eq. 2.5 is replaced by e(l - e)Ns where e is the fraction of Ns
equivalent lattice sites per unit volume that are occupied by a mobile ion (N = eNs).
A larger value of a would be calculated for e approaching one. The extreme case of
hops on the order of the ion to ion distance would correspond to c = 0.996.
The ionic transport processes discussed above dominated the intermediate
frequency regime of the observed dielectric spectrum, but the low and high frequency
extremes can also yield important parameters describing the ionomers, namely, Cdl
and ED. Typically ED is extracted from the high frequency side of the dielectric
spectrum. The onset of the RC sample cell relaxation and the likelihood that ionic
polarization processes still contribute to the measured E~pp (w) in this region, however,
complicates such direct extraction. Consequently, ED was extracted from equivalent
circuit modeling. The room temperature values of ED were found to be 4.2 and 4.5
for PAA and PAc, respectively. In comparison, the high frequency values of E~pp
just before the RC cell relaxation, E~f' were found to be 4.6 and 5.0, respectively.
The difference between ED and E~f can be explained by the presence of some small
remaining contribution from ionic polarization as required by the form of PKWW with
Poo == O. The ED values are slightly lower than that reported for non-functionalized
polyacetylene [54, 55].
The double layer charging processes as would be most simply described by a
pure capacitance Cdl are not so clear. Characterizing the double layer charging
process in the single-layer ionomer structures herein is important to understanding
the electrostatic potential drops in more complex multilayer systems. [19] The low
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frequency polarization, however, is not well described by a pure double-layer charging
capacitance. It is observed in Fig-2.5 that the value of E~pp keeps increasing slowly
as the frequency decreases. This dispersive feature at low frequency has also been
observed in other ion-conducting systems with blocking electrodes, [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]
and it has been attributed to factors such as electrode surface morphology, [58, 60]
image charge effect,[59] and charge injection at the electrode surface. [57, 60] In our
system, it is also possible that the ions covalently bound to the polymer backbone
are not completely immobile thereby contributing to the low frequency polarization,
and likely increasingly so at elevated temperature.
Up until know, we have assumed that the DC conductivity measured is an ionic
conductivity. As polyacetylene is an organic semiconductor, electronic conductivity
can also contribute to the observed response. Several observations, however, argue
against the observed conductivity response being due to electronic as opposed to
ionic charge carriers. The first is that the activation energy for transport is large
consistent with the motion of the massive ions. Separate studies on PAA and PAc
into which electronic charges have been intentionally injected at higher applied biases
show a much lower activation energy for carrier transport. The second is that the
(JDC is observed to increase substantially upon solvent swelling. Such an increase
is consistent with an increase in free volume and softening of the polymer matrix
lowering the activation energy for ion transport. Such swelling would be expected
to disrupt the chain-to-chain transfer of electronic charges needed for the three
dimensional transport of electronic carriers. Finally, measurements on a non-ionically
functionalized poly(trimethylsilylcyclooctatetraene) analogue fabricated in the same
way shows substantially lower (J~pp(WL) at 335K.
It is perhaps surprising that there is such a small contribution from electronic
conductivity given the semiconducting nature of polyacetylene. The band gaps of
PAA and PAc are in the vicinity of 1.4 eV so if the material was truly intrinsic
the carrier density would be very low. The conductivity of near intrinsic materials,
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however, is often determined by their defect concentration, and polyacetylene is no
different. For instance, values for nominally undoped polyacetylene have ranged from
10-8 Sjcm or less to 10-5 Sjcm depending on the method of synthesis.[l, 55, 61].
The assignment of a~pp(wL) to ionic conductivity implies that the intrinsic electronic
conductivities of PAA and PAc are less than 10-11 - 10-12 Sjcm near room
temperature.
2.5 Analysis through electrode polarization
The analysis in previous section through equivalent circuit modeling primarily
focused on the response in a frequency range that is not substantially affected by
electrode polarization of the mobile ions. The modeling made it possible to estimate
the DC ionic conductivity aDC and the dispersive hopping rate Wh of ion conduction,
as well as the high frequency limiting dielectric constant cD of the two ionomers.
The value of interfacial capacitance Cdl was also obtained through fitting, and the
effective mobile density neff can in principle be estimated from the magnitude of Cdl
using a ionic double layer model.
Alternatively, data in the frequency range corresponding to electrode polarization
(EP) process can also be modeled to extract the value of aDC, Cdl , and neff.
2.5.1 Theory of electrode polarization
In a system consisting of an ionic conductor sandwiched between blocking or
partially blocking electrodes, electrode polarization (space charge polarization) occurs
when mobile ions driven by low frequency electric field build up at each electrode
surface. The modern theoretical treatment of EP was first developed by Chang and
Jaffe[62] and later generalized and expanded by Macdonald[63, 57] and others[64, 65].
In this section, we will use the simplified model for systems with only one sign
of mobile charge carriers proposed by Beaumont and Jacobs [65] to further analyze
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our experimental data, based on the similarities between this model and our actual
system. The electronic conductivity in our system can be accounted for, if necessary,
by introducing a discharging parameter to the electrodes involved.
According to Beaumont and Jacobs[65], the apparent (measured) complex
admittance per unit area of the system can be expressed as:
0"0 . EooEO .L + 'twT + Gp + 'twCp
(Go + iwCo) + (G p + iwCp ) (2.6)
where L is the separation between the two electrodes, 0"0 is the bulk conductivity of
the system in the absence of electrode polarization, Eoo is the relative permittivity of
the material in the absence of mobile charge carriers, EO is the permittivity of vacuum,
Gp and Cp are the per unit area conductance and capacitance contribution from
electrode polarization of the mobile charge carriers. Assuming complete dissociation
and neglecting recombination, the contribution from EP can be approximated by:
Gp =
Cp =
(2.7)
(2.8)
where the characteristic relaxation time lep of electrode polarization is determined
by
lep = ~ = 1M EOEoo
wep 0"0
(2.9)
and p is the discharging parameter of the two symmetric electrodes. The case when
electrodes are completely blocking corresponds to p = 0, while p = 00 represents an
"Ohmic" contact. For convenience, one can also define I = 2/(2 + p) as the blocking
factor of the electrode. The bulk-to-interface ratio M is defined as M = L/(2LD ),
where LD is the Debye length
L
2M
(2.10)
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with kB the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, no the mobile charge
carrier density, and e the charge of a proton.
In an actual experiment, the response of the whole system is measured, and the
apparent conductance as well as capacitance per unit area can be expressed as:
Gapp
Capp =
(2.11)
(2.12)
It can be shown that the loss tangent (tan <5 = GappjwCapp) of the system has a
peak at
A
WepV~ [A + VA2 - 4(1 - 1')(1 + 'Y2M)]
(')'2M + 31' - 2)
(2.13)
given that A2 - 4(1- 1')(1 + 1'2 M) 2:: o.
In the case of J'/l » 1 and I' ~ 1, the loss tangent peak frequency can be well
approximated by
(2.14)
Based on this EP model, the set of basic parameters that one needs for analyzing
experimental data are: 1', WL, wep , L, and Eoo . In our analysis, WL and wep (see Fig-
2.5) were obtained by fitting the peaks in tan <5(w) and E~pp(W), Eoo was approximated
by the high frequency limiting value Ehf right before the onset of RC relaxation,
and the sample thickness L was approximated with its measured value at room
temperature, assuming negligible change within the temperature range. The value of
I' can be estimated from (Japp(W) through Eq. (2.11) by comparing the low frequency
limiting value of (Japp to its value at the high frequency plateau. It was found that
the value of I' for PAc can be well approximated by 1 within the temperature range,
while the value of I' for PAA various from 0.92 at 348K to 0.97 at 398K.
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Once the set of basic parameters are determined, the bulk conductivity 0"0 due to
mobile charges can be calculated through Eq. (2.9), and mobile charge concentration
no can be calculated through Eq. (2.10).
2.5.2 High frequency limiting relative permittivity
The values of high frequency limiting dielectric constant Eh,f estimated from E:pp
spectrum are plotted in Fig-2.13 as a function of temperature. These values were
taken at a frequency right before the onset of RC relaxation, typically at w = 104wep '
It is found that Eh,f of both ionomers increase slowly with the increase of temperature.
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FIGURE 2.13: The high frequency limiting dielectric constant of a PAc (solid
squares) and PAA (open triangles) as a function of temperature.
2.5.3 DC ionic conductivity
The value of 0"0 at different temperatures calculated based on the EP model are
shown in Fig-2.14 together with the result obtained through the alternative methods
described in Section-2.3.3. In general the two sets of results agree rather well with
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each other, although one will notice that the calculated (Jo is slightly lower than
(Japp(WL)' This small discrepancy is insignificant compared to the orders-of-magnitude
variation throughout the temperature range.
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FIGURE 2.14: DC conductivity values of a 260nm thick PAc sample estimated
through different methods. Solid squares: the AC conductivity values at loss tangent
peak frequency WL; open triangles: results obtained through electrode polarization
modeling.
The good agreement among the (JO values obtained through different methods in
Fig-2.14 and Fig-2.1l again demonstrates that the simple method of using (Japp(WL)
as an estimate of (Jo is indeed viable.
2.5.4 Debye length and effective mobile ion density
One important quantity of interest is the Debye length of each ionomer due to
mobile ions, upon which the ionic double layer capacitance and effective mobile ion
density can be estimated.
The temperature dependent Debye lengths estimated through Eq. (2.10) and
Eq. (2.14) are shown in Fig-2.15 for both PAA and PAc. Note that the estimate
of M according to Eq. (2.14) relies on the identification of both wep and WL. Due
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to the dispersion of the t~pp spectrum at low frequency (see Fig-2.5), the values of
wep at temperatures lower than 338K for PAA become hard to determine, hence only
values at higher temperatures are shown in Fig-2.15.
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FIGURE 2.15: The estimated Debye length of a PAc sample (solid squares) and a
PAA sample (open triangles) as a function of temperature.
As can be seen from Fig-2.15, the Debye length decreases slightly with the increase
of temperature for both PAA and PAc, with that of the PAA changing faster. As
expected, the Debye length thus calculated does not change substantially with sample
thickness, as evidenced by the result in Fig-2.16 of several PAc samples of different
thickness at 378K.
Now that the Debye length is known, with the additional knowledge of th,f one
can easily calculate the equivalent interfacial capacitance Cdl , and effective mobile
ion density neff via Eq. (2.10). The Cdl thus calculated is rv 4.5 X 10-6 Fcm-2 for
PAA and rv 2.3 X 10-6 Fcm-2 for PAc, at T=358K. These capacitance values are
comparable to the results obtained from equivalent circuit modeling in the previous
section.
Fig-2.17 shows the effective mobile ion density neff at different temperatures
obtained through Eq. 2.10 for one PAA and one PAc sample. One could notice
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FIGURE 2.16: Debye length of several PAc samples of various thickness at 378K.
The linear fit is added to guide the eye.
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FIGURE 2.17: The effective mobile ion density of PAA (filled triangles) and PAc
(open triangles) as a function of temperature.
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that the effective ion density of PAA changes more rapidly with temperature than
that of PAc. A linear fit of data points in Fig-2.17 gives an activation energy of
Ea ~0.08 eV for PAc and Ea ~0.22 eV for PAA . It is worth pointing out that the
use of Eq. (2.10) will likely result in an underestimate of the true effective mobile
ion density due to the implicit assumption that ions can be treated as point charges,
while in reality there could be a limit to how close the ions can approach the electrode
surface as well as a limit to the packing density of the ions.
2.5.5 Discussion
The analysis in section 2.5 is largely independent of the equivalent circuit modeling
in the previous section, therefore a comparison of results obtained from these two
separate methods gives us an additional measure of confidence on each method.
The high frequency limiting dielectric constant values Chi estimated in this section
are typically 10% higher than the CD values obtained through equivalent circuit
fitting. The higher values of Chi can be explained by the existence of an additional
contribution from mobile ions that persist well into higher frequencies than where
Chi was determined, while CD represent only the dielectric constant of the mobile ion
free polymer matrix.
Due to the fact that EP modeling deals with mostly the low frequency data where
the Debye length plays a dominant part in the impedance response of the device, the
value of Cdl estimated in this section should be treated with greater confidence than
the results obtained through equivalent circuit modeling. Although some uncertainty
arises from whether the value of Chi or CD should be used in Eq. (2.10), the difference
between the values of Cdl estimated through EP modeling and equivalent circuit
modeling is within a factor of two. Both results showed that the anionic ionomer
PAA has a higher interfacial capacitance, although its ionic conductivity is lower than
that of PAc. It is worth pointing out that both estimates of Cdl in this section and
the previous section are not reflecting the true value of the capacitance at the lowest
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frequency, which could have a complex origin and could be many times higher than
3 x 10-6 Fcm-2 as evidenced by Fig-2.7.
Within the temperature range of experiment, the effective mobile ion density of
both ionomers fall into the range between 1 x 1018 cm-3 and 2 x 1019 cm-3 , which
represents less than 1% of the stoichiometric ion density of rv 2 X 1021 cm-3. These
ion density values represent only a lower limit of the true effective mobile ion density.
The use of a more accurate double layer model which takes into account the finite
volume of mobile ions will result in higher effective mobile ions densities. This result
also argues against the possibility that electronic charges carriers are responsible for
the observed relaxation process since such a concentration far exceeds the realistic
value of an intrinsic semiconductor with a band gap of E G rv1.4 eV. Meanwhile, the
coexistence of ionic and electronic charge carriers will likely result in more complex
impedance response than what was observed, due to the expected difference in both
carrier mobility and their temperature dependance.
To the extent that Eq. (2.10) represents a valid description of the ionic double
layer in reality, the low effective mobile ion density estimated through the express of
Debye length according to Eq. (2.10) is seemingly in contradiction with the results
obtained through equivalent circuit modeling in the previous section, which suggest
that ions in both ionomers are fully dissociated. However, the apparent contradiction
can be resolve if ions are indeed moving in a crowded environment through hopping,
where the DC ionic conductivity can be expressed by a modified version of Eqn. (2.5):
ge2 a2
(JDC = kBT WhNs(1- e)e (2.15)
where e is the fraction of N s equivalent lattice sites per unit volume that are occupied
by a mobile ion (N = eNs). As e approaches 1, the effective mobile ion density
N s(1 - e)e is reduced to N s(1 - e) which is only a small fraction of the true mobile
ion density N = eNs. One situation where Eq. (2.10) could be inadequate is when
mobile ions cannot move closer to the electrode surface than a certain distance, say
5A. In such case the effective ion density would be underestimated.
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2.6 Results from AuIPAAIPAc/Au samples
After the ion transport in single-layer ionomers are characterized, a comparison
of their results with the result from bi-layer junction could be informative. As
mentioned in Chapter-I, a key question regarding the bi-layer junction is how does
it's capacitance spectrum differ from the single-layers? Since we have learned that
the interfacial capacitance of both single-layer ionomers are comparable and does not
change significantly with thickness, the capacitance spectrum will tell us whether the
PAAIPAc interface plays a role in the overall response of the device.
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FIGURE 2.18: The capacitance spectra of a 2201200 nm bi-layer sample from 308K
to 388K (open symbols), a 190nm single-layer PAA sample at 388K (solid line),
and a 150nm single-layer PAc sample at 388K (dash line). The frequency axis was
normalized to the WL of PAA sample at corresponding thickness. The simplified
equivalent circuits illustrate the transitions between different polarization processes
as the frequency changes.
For the convenience of comparison, the capacitance spectrum all three sample
structures, AuIPAAIAu, AuIPAcIAu, and AuIPAAIPAclAu, are shown in Fig-2.18.
Note that the frequency axis was normalized by the WL of PAA sample at equivalent
thickness, so that the difference in onset frequency of electrode polarization between
PAA and PAc is correctly reflected.
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The spectrum in Fig-2.18 can be separated into four regions, the low frequency
region (LF) up to the left vertical line, the PAA electrode polarization region (EP-
A) between the left vertical line and the center vertical line, the PAc electrode
polarization region (EP-C) between the center vertical line and the right vertical line,
and the high frequency region (HF) beyond the right vertical line. In the HF region
the bi-layer sample behaves much like a single-layer sample with similar thickness.
Since no space charge polarization of ions occurs, the capacitance value is reflective
of the geometric capacitance.
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FIGURE 2.19: The capacitance spectra of five bi-layer samples of different thickness
at T=378K.
When we lower the frequency to the EP-C region, however, the faster-moving
anions in PAc begins to polarize against the electrode so that the effective capacitance
of the PAc layer becomes much larger than that of the PAA layer. At this point the
capacitance value begins to approach the capacitance of the PAA layer. In the EP-A
region, the electrode polarization of the cations in PAA begins so that the capacitance
value of the PAA layer catches up with that of the PAc layer quickly. Whether the
transition between these two regions can be clearly seen depends on how far the
wep of the two constituent layers are separated, which is determined by the ratio of
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(O"LD)/(EOL) between the two layers. For the 5 bi-Iayer samples shown in Fig-2.19,
only one sample shows a clear transition between EP-A and EP-B.
If the capacitance of the PAAIPAc interface is much larger than both AulPAA
and AulPAc interfaces, then the capacitance value of the sample in the LF region
will approach the value of single-layer PAc. From Fig-2.18 it is clear that the change
of bi-layer capacitance value in this region is different from either the single-layer
PAA or PAc. It starts from a value much lower than that of single-layer PAc at
the low frequency edge of EP-A to a value comparable to that of single-layer PAA as
frequency decreases. This observation suggests that in most part of the low frequency
region, the effect of the PAAIPAc interface is not negligible.
2.7 Summary
Impedance spectroscopy was used to determine the ionic conductivity, high
frequency dielectric constant, ion hopping rate, activation energy of ion transport,
interfacial capacitance, and effective mobile ion concentration of the conjugated
ionomers PAA and PAc. The impedance response of the complete AulPAAIPAciAu
structure was also measured and compared to that ofthe single-layer AulPAAIAu and
AuIPAc/Au samples. Major results from this chapter are summarized as following.
The ion transport in both PAA and PAc are strongly activated, with similar
activation energy of rvl eV. The ionic conductivity of PAA is about an order of
magnitude lower than that of PAc at same temperature, which leads to a longer
characteristic response time T ep for PAA during electrode polarization. However, at
frequencies below wep the interfacial capacitance of PAA is higher than that of PAc,
as dictated by their similar high frequency limiting dielectric constant and the shorter
Debye length of PAA.
Equivalent circuit modeling of impedance data shows that the ion hopping rates of
both ionomers exhibit similar temperature dependence with their ionic conductivity,
(i.e. similar activation energy) while the hoping rate of mobile cations in PAAis lower
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than that of the mobile anions in PAc at same temperature. This result suggests
that the ions in both ionomers are fully dissociated. However, as a consequence of
complete ion dissociation, the hopping distances estimated through a simple hopping
model are close to 0.5A for both ionomers, which is much shorter than the average
inter-ion distances of "-'8A. An additional assumption that the ions are hopping in a
nearly filled environment could lead to longer hopping distances that are comparable
to the ion to ion distance in the material, and effective mobile ion densities that are
much lower than the stoichiometric ion density.
Analysis of impedance data through an electrode polarization model gives a Debye
length of ,,-,0.8 nm for PAA and "-'2.0 nm for PAc around room temperature, which
corresponds to interfacial capacitances of "-'4.5 F /cm2 for PAA and ,,-,2.3 F/cm2 for
PAc. These interfacial capacitance values are comparable to the values of ,,-,3.5 F /cm2
(PAA) and "-'2.5 F/cm2 (PAc) obtained from equivalent circuit modeling. Base on
the Debye length, effective mobile ion densities of the two ionomers were estimated
to be within the range of 1x 1018 "-'2 X 1019 cm-3, which amounts to less than 1% of
each ionomer's stoichiometric ion density of ,,-,2 x 1021 cm-3 .
The discrepancy between the low effective ion densities estimated through
electrode polarization analysis and the full dissociation of ions suggested by the
results of equivalent circuit modeling could be resolved, if one assumes that ions
are fully dissociated in both ionomers but they move in a nearly filled environment.
The implied room temperature electronic conductivities of both ionomers were
exceedingly low «10-11 ,,-,10-12 S/cm), indicating a very low concentration of
extrinsic electronic carriers.
The impedance response of the AuJPAAIPAclAu structure is more complicated
than individual single-layer structures, with the electrode polarization having a
closer resemblance to that of AulPAAIAu. The capacitance spectrum of the
AulPAAIPAclAu suggest that the PAAIPAc interface plays a role in the overall
response of the complete sample.
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CHAPTER III
ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARGE INJECTION INTO
POLYACETYLENEIONOMERS
In this chapter, the process of electronic charge injection into both PAA and
PAc will be investigated. The goal is to find out the applied voltage needed for the
injection of holes and electrons into PAA and PAc, and show that the injected charge
carriers can be balanced either by charging an electric double layer at the opposite
electrode, which is a non-Faradaic process, or by the injection of charge carriers at
the opposite electrode, which is a Faradaic process. It will also be shown that in the
non-Faradaic process, the amount of injected charge can be controlled by both the
counter electrode area and the applied potential.
3.1 Introduction
Charge injection from electrodes into MIECs plays an important role in
determining the current-voltage response of MIECs as well as that of MIEC junctions.
Due to the presence of mobile ions in MIECs, the charge injection process in MIECs
is fundamentally different from that of pure electronically conducting materials.
Charge injection into MIECs bears more resemblance to the process of doping
electrochemically active materials in an electrochemical cell, where mobile ions in
the electrolyte permeate into the active material. But unlike the electrochemical
doping process where no current can be sustained in steady-state, a persisting
electronic current can exist in MIECs under bias at steady-state due to the availability
of continuous electronic pathways through the device. The steady state current,
however, makes the direct measurement of the amount of injected charge and
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the potential drop at each electrode/material interface III a MIECs device more
complicated than in electrochemical doping experiments.
One method of isolating the charge injection process from the effect of steady-
state current in AullonomerjAu systems, is to break the continuous pathway for
electronic charge carrier transport through the device. This can be done theoretically
by cutting the sandwich structure into halves and bridge the resulting halves with an
ion-conducting/electron-blocking layer. This configuration is equivalent to a typical
electrochemical experiment where the counter electrode is identical to the working
electrode, i.e. a symmetric cell. By monitoring the change of potential drop at
each electrode as a function of total applied bias across the two electrodes, we
will be able to learn when charge injection at each electrode begins, and how the
charge injection processes at both electrodes affect each other. Furthermore, by
implementing additional electrodes the electronic conductivity of the material can
be simultaneously monitored as electronic charge carriers are being injected. Since
the amount of injected charge carriers can in principle be calculated from the charge
transfer current between the working and counter electrodes, it is also possible to
establish the relationship between electronic charge carrier density and conductivity
or charge carrier mobility through this experiment.
One could argue that the symmetric electrochemical cell is now a different system,
since the continuity of the material is broken. The addition of electrolyte also changes
the ionic polarization process from that of a single type of mobile ion to one that
contains mobile ions of both signs. These drawbacks are inherent to the method used
and can not be conveniently avoided. Nevertheless, provided that the intrinsic mobile
ion concentration of the ionomers are comparable or higher that that of the electrolyte
used, and the applied bias between the working electrode and counter electrode falls
within the overlapping region between the stability window of the electrolyte used
and the stability window of the ionomers, the onset of charge injection process that
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we are interested in should occur at similar applied potential for both the symmetric
electrochemical cell and the complete AulIonomerlAu structure.
3.1.1 Physics of electrochemical charge injection
The physics of electrochemical charge injection into materials can be illustrated
by the schematic in Fig-3.l. The experiment is typically done in a liquid electrolyte,
so that the injected charge can be balanced by mobile ions in the solution and charge
neutrality in the bulk of the electrolyte solution is maintained. Note that in Fig-3.1,
however, the ions in the electrolyte are not shown.
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FIGURE 3.1: Schematic of an electrochemical charge injection experiment. The
vertical dash lines represent the interfaces between electrode (the lightly shaded area)
and its contacting active material. The heavily shaded area represents states occupied
by electrons, and N(E) is the density of states for electrons in the active material.
cPm is the electrode work function, and EJ is the intrinsic Fermi level of the active
material. The potential of the reference electrode (RE) is considered fixed, while
a voltage is applied between the working electrode (WE) and the counter electrode
(CE). Charge compensating ions in the electrolyte are not shown.
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Fig-3.1 schematizes the case of transferring electronic charge between two identical
materials on identical electrodes. The interface between each electrode and its
contacting material is represented by a vertical dashed line, where a kinetic barrier
for charge transfer may exist. The lightly shaded area represents available states
at the surface of electrode, and N(E) is the density of state in the material, while
the heavily shaded area represents states occupied by electrons at a particular bias.
The electrode work function is cPm' and Ej is the intrinsic Fermi level of the active
material. The potential of the reference electrode (RE) is considered fixed, while the
power supply maintains a potential difference between the working electrode (WE)
and the counter electrode (CE).
Electrochemical charge injection is essentially using a power supply to shift the
Fermi level of one electrode (WE) versus another electrode (CE) so that electrons are
transferred between the two half cells each including the electrode and its contacting
material. The presence of mobile ions in the system facilitates the equilibration
of electronic charge between the electrode and its contacting material, and they
provide compensating charge to the transferred electrons so that charge neutrality is
maintained everywhere except in electric double layer near the electrode surfaces.
When the potential difference between WE and CE is changed electrons will be
transferred from one electrode to the other, resulting in a charge transfer current.
The total amount of charge being transferred for each unit of change in bias depends
on the volume and DOS of both materials in contact with the electrode, therefore
it's not very informative to simply monitor the change of current as a function of
change in bias unless the DOS of one material is already known.
3.1.2 Cyclic voltammetry
One way to simplify the situation is the three-electrode cyclic voltammetry
that is commonly used in electrochemistry, where an additional reference electrode
is introduced and the potential difference between the working electrode and the
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reference electrode, VWR , is monitored together with the total charge transfer current,
Is, passing through the circuit. The power supply is specifically designed so that a
feedback control loop senses VWR and supplies whatever bias between WE and CE
that is necessary to change VWR at a constant rate 5 = dV/ dt. The advantage of this
method becomes apparent when we try to calculate Is as a function of VWR .
From Fig-3.1 the total amount of charge transferred dQ corresponding to a
differential increment of the working electrode versus reference electrode dVWR is:
(3.1)
where dE = -qdVWR , Vm is the volume of active material, and Cdl is the double layer
capacitance of the working electrode, and AWE is the area of the WE. Therefore the
total charge transfer current is:
I _ dQ _ d( -qN(E)vmdE + CdlAwEdVWR)
s - dt - dt
= (q2 N(E)vm + AWECdl ) x 5
(3.2)
Since 5, Vm, Cdl, AWE are constants, the shape of the total current as a function
of VWR can be directly related to the density of state function N (E). Thus
cyclic voltammetry provides a convenient way to determine the N(E) function of
an electrochemically active material. The charge injection process at the counter
electrode in this type of experiments is considered unimportant and usually not a
subject of interest.
3.1.3 The symmetric electrochemical cells experiment
The above cyclic voltammetry in its usual configuration, however, is not ideal
for our purpose since the potential change at the CE is unknown and the effect of
the electrode work function is not apparent. To mimic the charge injection process
in an AullonomerlAu device via the symmetric configuration as schematized in Fig-
3.1, we actually want to see how the charge injection process at both the counter
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electrode and the working electrode affect each other. One way to do that is to
scan the potential between WE and eE, Vwc , at a constant rate, while monitoring
both the charge transfer current Is and the potential of WE versus RE, VWR . By
examining how Is and VWR changes with Vwc , we can learn what fraction of the
applied potential is dropping at each electrode, which reflects their capacitance ratio,
and infer the onset of charge injection at each electrode from the change of the
capacitance ratio. Dual working electrodes or dual counter electrodes can also be
implemented to monitor the conductivity change of the active material as a function
of Vwc during the experiment.
Since the two half cells of in Fig-3.1 can be treated as two identical capacitors that
have a voltage dependent capacitance reflective of the DOS of the ionomer used, the
symmetric cell is in effect two capacitors in series. Therefore when voltage is scanned
at a constant rate, the resulting current is proportional to the equivalent capacitance
of the series combination at different voltages, while the fractional potential drop at
each electrode is governed by the ratio of differential capacitance between to two half
cells.
Given a suitable choice of electrode work function, e.g. the electrode Fermi level
is close to but below Ej, one could expect to see the Is and VWR change according
to the illustration in Fig-3.2 as a function of the constantly changing Vwc. When
Vwc is less than "V; , only a very small amount of charge can be injected into either
side of the active material, thus the Is will resemble that for charging the electric
double layers in series, which is Is = A· s . Cdz!2, and the value of VWR is roughly
Vwc/2, given that VWR starts from O. As the applied voltage passes "V; , substantial
hole injection becomes possible at the WE, making its effective capacitance much
larger than the non-injecting counter electrode. At this point VWR will increase much
slower and most of the additional applied bias will drop at the counter electrode
to charge up the double layer. The series capacitance of the two half cells is now
approximately CdZ , so the current is now Is = A· s· CdZ ' When Vwc increases to "V;n,
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FIGURE 3.2: An illustration of the expected change in Is and VWR as a function
of Vwc changing at a constant rate of s, for a particular choice of electrode work
function.
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enough potential drop has accumulated at the counter electrode to drive substantial
electron injection into the material, so that the overall current Is increases rapidly,
while VWR also increases faster due to the higher achievable carrier concentration
(doping level). As the applied bias further increases to Vj, the material on both sides
will be fully doped, and therefore both half cells will behave just like double layer
capacitors in series again.
Since the cell is symmetric, the behavior at the opposite sign of bias can be easily
inferred from Fig-3.2. Note that the schematic in Fig-3.2 is an idealized result, in a
real experiment the transitional points may not be so clear, and the electrochemistry
of the electrolyte as well as the complex real DOS of the ionomer could result in a
much more complicated Is(Vwc ) and VWR(VWC )'
3.1.4 The electrochemical transistor experiment
In the previous subsection, It was shown in theory that charge injection into a
material at one electrode can be coupled to either the charging of an electric double
layer, which is a non-Faradaic process, or the injection of the opposite charge carrier,
which is a Faradaic process, at the counter electrode. By scanning Vwc at a constant
rate and monitoring the change of VWR and Is, it is possible to identify the onset
voltage of hole and electron injection from a given electrode into the material.
Now if we modify this experiment setup by replacing one of the two half cells with
a sandwich AulIonomerlAu structure, and apply a bias between the two electrodes
of AulIonomerlAu in addition to the bias between one of the two electrodes of
AulIonomerlAu and the counter electrode, the setup is essentially a typical transistor.
The voltage between WE and CE controls the amount of charge carriers being injected
into the ionomer in the AulIonomerlAu structure, and the charge carrier density in
turn determines the current (conductivity) between the two Au electrodes of the
Aul Ionomer IAu. This type of transistor is termed "electrochemical transistor", or
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"electrolyte gated transistors" ,[66, 67, 68] and they are notable for supporting high
carrier densities at relatively low gate voltages and for slow switching times.
As we have shown theoretically in the symmetric electrochemical cell experiment,
the coupling of charge between the working electrodes (source and drain) and the
counter electrode (gate) in an electrochemical transistors can be either non-Faradaic
or Faradaic, depending on gate voltage and materials used. Based on the analysis of
the previous subsection, one would expect very different transfer characteristics when
different gate electrode processes are involved. For instance, when the gate voltage
is within the Faradaic regime, one would expect that the conduction current (ISD)
to be very strongly modulated by the gate voltage, due to its ability to support large
amount of charge carrier injection. On the other hand, when the gate voltage operates
within the non-Faradaic regime, the conduction current would be less sensitive to the
change of gate voltage, but it could be modulated more precisely due to the near-
linear relationship between charge and applied voltage for double layer charging.
So far most of the studies on electrolyte-gated transistors have used a plain gate
electrode, and most of the attention has been focused on the transfer characteristics
of devices based on a variety of materials, while little attention has been paid to the
electrochemical aspects of the device operation. An experimental demonstration of
the impact of different gate electrode processes on the device transfer characteristics
can provide a new principle for electrochemical transistor design.
3.2 Experimental details
3.2.1 Sample preparation
All AullonomerlAu samples were prepared by the same method as described in
section-2.2 of Chapter-II. For the symmetric electrochemical cell experiment, up
to four closely spaced samples on separate electrodes of the same working area
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are prepared on the same glass slide, with one or two of them having a complete
AulIonomerlAu structure and the rest without the top Au electrode. For the
electrochemical transistor experiment, only one AulIonomerlAu sample is prepared
on each glass slide. All samples used in this chapter are vacuum dried for at least 4
hours before use, but not annealed at elevated temperature.
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FIGURE 3.3: Schematic of the instrumental setup of an electrochemical charge
injection experiment using a symmetric cell configuration.
3.2.2 Instrument setup
A schematic of the experimental setup for symmetric electrochemical cell
experiments is shown in Fig-3.3. The setup for electrochemical transistor experiment
is similar, except the counter electrode (gate electrode) in Fig-3.3 is replaced
by platinum wires of various lengths. During the symmetric electrochemical
cell experiment, 0.075 M tetramethylammonium tetrafluoroborate (TMABF4 ) in
acetonitrile (CH3CN) was used as the electrolyte, and a bare Au electrode in the
electrolyte solution was used as the reference electrode. While in the electrochemical
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transistor experiment, 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate (Bu4NBF4) in
CH3CN was used as electrolyte, and a Ag/Ag+ reference electrode was used.
In the schematic shown in Fig-3.3, a Solartron 1287 electrochemical interface was
used to supply Vwc and measure Is, a Philips PM2534 digital multimeter was used
to measure VWR , and a Keithley 2400 SMU was used to maintain a small potential
difference VSD between the two working electrodes and measure ISD '
3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Electrochemical charge injection into PAc
The result of a symmetric cells experiment on PAc sample is shown in Fig-3.4
for a moderate range of Vwc (±1.1V), together with a baseline scan between two
bare electrodes to check the quality of electrolyte. Both scans in the figure were at
50mV/ s. As can be seen from Fig-3.4, the scan of the electrolyte (top, dash line)
shows a typical charging current of the electric double layer up to about ±1.5V.
Although beyond ±1.5V the current deviates from that of double layer charging, the
current at ±2.0V is less than 4 fJ,A.
The solid line in the top half of Fig-3.4 shows the Is versus Vwc for a scan
between a AulPAc (WE) and a AuIPAclAu(CE) in the range of ±1.1V, while the
corresponding change in VWR is shown by the solid line in the bottom half of the
figure. When Vwc is positive, from OV to about +O.8V, the current Is started from
the baseline value and increased to about 3 times larger at about +O.4V, but remains
typical of charging an electric double layer. Is started to increase rapidly after about
+O.8V. The working electrode potential, however, increased only slowly from :::::OV at
Va=OV to ::::;O.17V at Va = +1.1V, which indicates that most ofthe applied potential
Vwc is dropping at the counter electrode interface during the positive half cycle of
the scan. The conductivity of the ionomer film at the counter electrode as indicated
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FIGURE 3.4: The stability window of electrolyte and the charge injection into PAc
in the moderate bias range. The same scan rate of 50mV/s was used for both scans.
Top: the dash line shows Is as a function of Vwc when the applied potential was
scanned between a pair of bare Au electrodes in electrolyte, and the solid line shows
the change of Is when the voltage is scanned between a AuIPAc(WE) half cell and
a AuIPAclAu(CE) half cell. Bottom: the solid line shows the change of working
electrode potential VWR with Vwc , and the dash line shows the change of ISD between
the two Au electrodes of the AulIonomerlAu used as the CE, with VsD=10mV. The
direction of scan is indicated by thick arrowheads.
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by I SD did not seem to increase visibly during the positive half cycle. Note that the
seemingly negative value of ISD around Vwc=+1.1V is an artifact of the circuit since
both Au electrodes of the AullonomerlAu function as part of the counter electrode
during the scan. This artifact can be minimized by scanning slower, or averaging
over two scans where the sign of VSD is switched.
Reversing the sign of Vwc is in effect switching the role between WE and CE,
therefore, in a perfectly symmetric cell, one would expect to see just the same
behavior of Is except a change in the sign of current, while the change in working
electrode potential would now reflect the change of potential drop at the counter
electrode during the positive half cycle. However, as can be seen in Fig-3.4, the
magnitude of Is is smaller at -1.1V than at +1.1V. This slight asymmetry can be
explained by the difference in effective electrode area between AullonomerlAu and
AuJPAc , since the two electrodes in AulPAciAu are connected through the SMU
during the scan. The conductivity of the ionomer at the counter electrode increased
substantially during the negative half cycle as shown in Fig-3.4. The change of I Sd
suggest that hole injection at the CE has lead to a substantial increase of conductivity.
The close to linear relationship between VWR and Vwc during the negative half cycle
is typical of double-layer charging.
One could also notice in Fig-3.4 that at the end of the scan, both the charge
transfer current Is and the working electrode potential VWR did not return to their
starting values. This seems to indicate that during the negative half cycle, some
charge were trapped at the working electrode. Meanwhile, the potential of the Au
reference electrode might also have drifted slightly during the cycle.
According to the illustration in Fig-3.2, the behavior of Is and VWR in Fig-3.4
suggest that within the bias range of ± 1.1V, the electrochemical cell was operating
primarily in the second region where the injection of holes at the working electrode
was balanced predominantly by the non-Faradaic process of electric double layer
charging at the counter electrode. This result indicates that the system at equilibrium
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can be described by the left half of Fig-3.I, and it is consistent with the fact that
the work function of gold is very close to the valence band of PAc. The first region
in Fig-3.2 can not be clearly identified in Fig-3.4 since the onset of hole injection at
WE begins at close to zero bias. To observe the onset of electron injection at the
counter electrode, it will be necessary to increase the range of Vwc further.
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FIGURE 3.5: The change of charge transfer current Is(top) and working electrode
potential VWR (bottom) of PAc samples in a symmetric cell configuration during three
scans of Vwc in the range of -0.8Vrv+1.8V. The solid line is the result of the first
scan. The order of scans are indicated by the numbers, and direction of the scan
indicated by the arrowheads. The scan rate used was 50mVIs.
Fig-3.5 shows the change of charge transfer current Is and the working electrode
potential VWR of PAc during three successive cycles of Vwc between -0.8V and
+1.8V. The number on each curve indicates the order of that scan. One could have
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used a symmetric Vwc range like ±1.8Y, but the ionomer was observed to degrade
substantially between scans if such extended bias range is used, and theoretically,
scanning in one direction is sufficient since the system is symmetric.
Based on the changes in VWR , three bias regions can be identified in Fig-3.5 as
indicated by the two vertical dotted lines. In the first (left) region where Vwc is
negative, the value of dVWR/dVwc was observed to be close to 0.9 and a peak in the
charge transfer current Is that shifts to more negative potentials on successive out-
going scans can be identified. In the second region between the two vertical dotted
lines where VWR changes slowly, the Is was close to the double-layer charging baseline
during the first scan. In the third region where Vwc was higher than about +0.9Y,
VWR changes more rapidly than in the second region with dVWR/dVwc close to 0.5,
while the charge transfer current Is changes by several orders of magnitude. The
large negative charge transfer current during the backward scan from + 1.8Y to OY
indicates that most of the charge transferred during the out-going positive scan were
returned. A previous study has shown that the injection of electrons into PAc leads
to improvement ionomer conductivity, although less significant than when holes are
injected. [24]
The behavior of VWR and Is at Vwc<0.9Y is similar to what's been observed in the
lower bias range, while the changes in VWR and Is at Vwc>0.9Y qualitatively match
what was illustrated in the third region of Fig-3.2. This suggests that the injection
of holes at the WE is now Faradaically coupled to the injection of electrons at eE,
and the applied potential needed for this bipolar injection is about 0.9Y. Given the
good reversibility of the charge injection process at Vwc>0.9Y, it is unlikely that
significant electrolyte reaction was involved. The difference between the first and
second scans seem to indicate that some irreversible changes in the ionomer or at the
AulPAc interface might have occurred due to the large amount of injected charge.
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3.3.2 Electrochemical charge injection into PAA
The result of electrochemical charge injection experiment on PAA is shown in
Fig-3.6 for Vwc between -O.6V and +1.5V, and in Fig-3.7 for Vwc between -1.5V and
+O.6V. The source-drain current I SD was also shown in both figures to compare the
change of ionomer conductivity during the cycles. In general three distinct regions
of VWR can be identified in a similar way to the PAc results (see Fig-3.5). In the
first region where Vwc<O, the potential of the working electrode changes with Vwc
linearly with a slope of ~O.8. In the second region between the two vertical dash
lines, the value of VWR changes only slightly. In the third region where Vwc is higher
than about 1.0V, the value of VWR increase faster and reaches a linear slope of ~O.5
after Vwc>+1.2V on the out-going scan. However, for PAA the transition from the
second to the third region is more gradual than in PAc, a transitional region between
+O.8V and + 1.2V as indicated by a shoulder in Is can also be identified.
The behavior of Is in Fig-3.6 is quite different from that ofthe PAc in that, most
of the charge transferred during the out-going positive scan were not reversed on
the way back to OV. This can be seen clearly in both the lack of a negative current
from + 1.5V back to OV, and the preserving of high conduction current I Sd during
the backward scan. Those charge are reversed almost completely when Vwc was
scanned to more negative than -OAV, as indicated by the decrease of I Sd . The close
to complete return of all injected charge at -OAV suggest that a barrier exists for the
Faradaically coupled charge injection process of PAA . The involvement of electrolyte
reaction, however, is unlikely given the low magnitude of negative potential that is
needed for the charge reversal.
The faster increase of VWR , and rapid increase of both Is and ISd at around
Vwc=1.0V seem to suggest that the onset of Faradaic charge transfer process at CE
enables substantial increase of hole injection at the working electrode after Vwc was
increased to more positive than 1.0V. As an attempt to verify the potential change
at the counter elector and to find out whether the Faradaic charge transfer process at
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FIGURE 3.6: The change of charge transfer current Is (top), working electrode
potential VwR(bottom, dash line), and conductivity current ISD (bottom, solid line)
of PAA samples in symmetric cell configuration during two consecutive scans of
Vwc in the range of -O.6V,,·+1.5V. The direction of a scan is indicated by the
arrowheads, and the scan rate used was 50mVIs. The bias between the two electrodes
of AuIPAAIAu(VSD ) was 20mV.
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the counter electrode changes the ionomer's conductivity, the direction of scan and
the range of Vwc was changed to switch the roles between WE and CEo
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FIGURE 3.7: The change of charge transfer current Is(top), working electrode
potential VwR(bottom, dashline), and conductivity current IsD(bottom, solid line)
of PAA samples in symmetric cell configuration during two consecutive scans of Vwc
in the range of -1.5Vrv+0.6V. The beginning of the scan is indicated by arrowheads,
and the scan rate used was 25mVIs. The bias between the two electrodes of
AuIPAAIAu(VsD ) was 20mV.
The result of such a scan is shown in Fig-3.7. As can be seen from Fig-3.7, the
shape of the charge transfer current Is is almost the mirror image of the Is shown
in Fig-3.6, which is not surprising given the approximate symmetry of the system.
Note the scan rate was different so the magnitude of the current differs.
The potential of CE (VWR ) changes almost linearly with Vwc during the negative
out-going scan, but the slope changes from ::::::0.8 to ::::::0.5 at the point indicated by
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the vertical line (Vwc~-0.9Y) in Fig-3.7. This change of slope suggest that at bias
potentials more negative than about -0.9Y, most of the potential drop occurs at the
counter electrode, but when Vwc goes to more negative than -0.9Y the additional
bias drops about equally on both the WE and CEo The linear change of Vwc during
the scan from -1.5Y to -0.5Y at a constant slope of 0.8 is typical of discharging the
double layer and consistent with the observation that most of the charge transferred
during the scan between -0.9Y and -1.5Y(where dVWR/dVwc ~0.5) were not returned
during the backward scan from -1.5Y to OY.
As shown in Fig-3.7, there seem to be no clear increase of ionomer conductivity
at the counter electrode between -1.5Y and -OAY, while the change of conductivity
between -OAY and 0.6Y is consistent with what was observed in Fig-3.6. The absence
of ionomer conductivity increase at the counter electrode in the Faradaic region
suggest that the injected electrons might have very low mobility. This observation
is in agreement with the results of an earlier study on the electrochemical doping of
PAA , where a large charge transfer current was observed when the ionomer was scan
to sufficiently negative potentials, but improvement of ionomer conductivity was not
observed. [24]
3.3.3 Gate electrode processes in electrochemical transistors
The symmetric cell configuration employed in the previous subsection was useful
in simulating the charge injection process in a AulIonomerlAu structure. It is not
ideal, however, for demonstration of Faradaic and non-Faradaic charge transfer
processes at the gate electrode of an electrochemical transistor because of the
unnecessary complication from additional materials at the gate electrode. Therefore
in the electrochemical transistor experiment, an inert platinum wire electrode was
used as the gate electrode (or counter electrode). In this experiment, PAc was used
as the active material at the working electrode and 0.1 M BU4NBF4 in CH3CN was
used as electrolyte.
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In an electrochemical transistor with an ion permeable active material, the output
characteristics are determined by the relation of the ionomer's conductivity to it's
doping level. Due to the presence of mobile ions in the ionomer, the conduction
of electronic charge could be dominated by diffusion. Therefore the conductivity of
the ionomer is presented in terms of the source-drain current I SD in response to a
small source-drain voltage VSD versus the potential of the working electrode VWR .
A typical IsD-VwR relation for PAc is shown in Fig-3.8. The amount of hysteresis
observed in Fig-3.8 primarily depended on the scan rate relative to the time scale
for the doping process, although a component of the hysteresis can also come from
history effects. [24]
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FIGURE 3.8: The sour-drain current I SD as a function of working electrode potential
VWR during a scan of Vc on a PAc sample at 20mVIs. The gate electrode area was
1.9 cm2
To demonstrate the differences in transfer characteristics of the transistor between
Faradaic and non-Faradaic regime, the gate voltage was scanned within the range
of -1.5V rv +3.0V (WE vs. CE) at 20mVIs. The change in gate current, la, and
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working electrode potential versus Ag/Ag+ reference electrode,VwR , during the scan
is shown in Fig-3,9.
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FIGURE 3.9: Working electrode potential VWR(open circles) and gate electrode
current IG (solid line) as a function of gate voltage VG for a gate electrode of 1.3
cm2 . The scan rate was 20mV/s. The beginning of the scan and its direction are
indicated by the arrowheads. A linear fit to the VWR versus VG data in the Faradiac
regime is shown and corresponds to dVwR/dVG =1.0 .
During the out-going positive scan from -O.5V to +3.0V in Fig-3.9, two regions of
change in IG and VWR can be identified. In the first region between -O.5V and +2.4V,
the gate current I G stays relatively low and near constant, while the working electrode
potential VWR increases slowly from -O.3V to OV. In the second region between +2.4V
and +3.0V, the gate current increases drastically by orders of magnitude while the
potential of WE also increases rapidly from OV to about O.5V. As the gate voltage
was scanned from +3.0V down to -1.5V, the magnitude of negative gate current I G
is higher than the gate current between -O.5V and +2.4V but remains relatively fiat,
while the working electrode potential decreases steadily from about +O.5V to slightly
above OV. During the scan from -1.5V back to -O.5V, the gate current remains low,
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and the working electrode decreases only slightly. Thus at the end of the whole cycle,
the working electrode potential is about 0.3V higher than where it started.
The slow change of VWR in the first region indicates that during this gate voltage
range, almost all of the applied potential is dropping at the gate electrode. The
small and near constant gate current in this region and the large fraction of potential
drop at gate electrode can be explained if holes were injected into the PAc film and
the injected charge were balanced by charging an electric double layer at the gate
electrode, since the non-Faradaic double layer charging process has a much smaller
capacitance compare to the Faradaic process of injecting charge into the ionomer.
In the second region where VG >2.4V, the rapid increase of the working electrode
potential and I G indicates that the equivalent capacitance of the WE is now much
smaller than that of the counter electrode, which can happen only if the charge
transfer process at the gate electrode also become Faradaic, i.e. the reduction of
electrolyte at the CEo The observation that at the end of the scan, the WE potential
is about 0.3V higher than the starting value is consistent with reduction of electrolyte.
Since a portion of the reaction product may diffuse away from the counter electrode
during the scan, those charge cannot be recovered at the end of the scan, leading to
net p-doping of the ionomer as reflected by higher potential of the working electrode.
According to the difference in gate electrode process, the first region described
above is defined as the no-Faradaic regime, and the second region is defined as the
Faradaic regime.
As can be seen from Fig-3.9, the greatest possible sensitivity of I SD to
VG is observed when the transistor is operating in the Faradaic regime. Any
incremental increase in VG appears almost entirely as a shift in VWR as evidenced by
dVWR / dVG ::;:j 1. This implies that ISD versus VG will be identical to that of Fig-3.8
in the Faradaic regime with VWR replaced by VG and a simple shift across the voltage
axis. For the PAc transistor, a maximum sensitivity of dVG /dIsD=75 mV/decade
was observed. This is near the 60 mV/decade expected at room temperature for
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a carrier concentration that is linearly proportional to the source-drain current and
governed by the Nernst equation for a one electron oxidation/reduction in the low
doping level limit. At higher doping levels, the conductivity of many conjugated
polymers peaks and then decreases due to the hopping nature of the transport.
In the Faradaic regime the transistor operates with the irreversible reduction - a
Faradaic process - of the electrolyte used. Sufficient Va has been applied to move VaR
to the limit of the stability window of the electrolyte. A near constant value of VaR =
Va - VwR=2.5 V versus Ag/Ag+ was observed in the Faradaic regime, consistent
with the accepted stability window of CH3CN/BU4NBF4. The constancy of VaR
results from the large capacitance of the electrolyte for irreversible redox chemistry,
depending of course on its quantity. This large capacitance results in incremental
increases in Va appearing entirely at the active material leading to dVWR / dVa ~ 1.
The irreversible nature of the Faradaic mode of operation is illustrated by the fact
that VWR does not return to its initial value in the return sweep of Fig-3.9. There is
some return due to the discharge of the ionic double layer, but the component of the
doping that was coupled to irreversible reduction of the electrolyte is not recovered.
Removal of this additional charge requires driving Va sufficiently negative to drive
the irreversible oxidation of the electrolyte. The fact that the Faradaic mode of
operation relies on the irreversible oxidation/reduction of the electrolyte also means
that the transfer characteristics will decay with time and be particularly sensitive
to the nature of the electrolyte including any impurities such as those generated on
irreversible electrochemical degradation.
The limitations imposed by the irreversible nature of the Faradaic regime can
be overcome by the intentional introduction of a reversible redox couple at the
gate electrode, [69] such as the symmetric cell configuration that was used in the
electrochemical charge injection experiment. This approach can potentially lower the
operating voltage of the device, but does increase device complexity and introduces
another possible bottleneck in achievable switching times. It is noted that certain
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common electrolytes themselves provide a reversible redox couple such as those based
on alkali metal salts where metal plating and stripping are possible.
The non-Faradaic mode of operation is an interesting alternative to the Faradaic
mode discussed above. In this mode, VGR remains within the stability window of
the electrolyte, and polymer doping is coupled to the reversible charging of an ionic
double layer - a non-Faradaic process - at the gate electrode. This mechanism is
similar to that implemented in the so-called asymmetric capacitor devices. [70] When
the transistor is operating in the non-Faradaic regime, the sensitivity of ISD to VG
is determined by the quantity (or equivalent capacitance) of active material and the
capacitance of the gate electrode. To demonstrate the effect of this capacitance ratio,
three Pt electrodes of different surface areas were used as the gate electrode against
the same working electrode. The resulting ISD versus VG is shown in Fig-3.1O. An
alternative presentation of the result in terms of ISD versus VWR is shown in Fig-3.11.
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FIGURE 3,10: The source-drain current ISD as a function of gate voltage VG scanned
at 10mV/s within the non-Faradaic regime, with tree different gate electrode areas
- 0.64 cm2 (open squares), 1.3 cm2 (open circles), and 1.9 cm2 (open triangles).
VsD =20mV.
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FIGURE 3.11: The source-drain current ISD (at VsD=20mV) as a function of working
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10mV/s, with tree different gate electrode areas - 0.64 cm2 (solid diamonds), 1.3 cm2
(open circles), and 1.9 cm2 (solid line). The inset shows the gate electrode current
Ie versus gate voltage Vc for ACE=1.9 cm2 •
A plot of Ie versus Vc (see the inset in Fig-3.11) for ACE=1.9 cm2 confirms
that the doping process is limited by the charge-voltage relation for ionic double
layer formation. The slightly distorted charging box observed is as expected for the
charging of an inert electrode in an inert electrolyte solution. The impact of the
capacitance ratio between WE and CE can be seen in Fig-3.11, which shows I SD
versus VWR for three different gate electrodes each with a different surface area ACE
and hence total capacitance. Each trace follows the same functional form because
the ISD versus VWR relation is an intrinsic property of the polymer. The level of
doping achieved, however, depends on ACE, as evidenced by the increase in the
maximum values of both ISD and VWR reached at positive Vc with increasing ACE.
Note that although the time constant for charging will be affected, the absolute level
of charging does not depend on the geometrical arrangement of the gate electrode
relative to the active material, a situation that is much different than in field effect
transistors. As the capacitance of the gate electrode increases, the sensitivity of I SD
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to Vc also increases. The minimum values of dVc/dIsD range from 0.55 V/decade
for ACE=0.64 cm2 to 0.40 V/decade for ACE=1.9 cm2 . These gate electrodes are 5
and 15 times, respectively, the active area of the PAc film.
As demonstrated above, the transfer characteristics of an electrochemical
transistor operating in the non-Faradaic regime depends strongly on the ratio between
the equivalent capacitance of the active material and the capacitance of the gate
electrode. In Fig-3.11 it is illustrated that by changing the electrode capacitance one
can control the sensitivity of ISD to Vc . Alternatively, the sensitivity can also be
controlled by changing the capacitance of the active material, e.g. by changing the
thickness of the ionomer layer.
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FIGURE 3.12: The source-drain current ISD versus applied source-drain voltage VSD
for static gate voltages Vcfrom 0.4V to 0.9V in O.IV increment. The arrow indicates
the increase of Vc .
Instead of measuring the source-drain current ISD under constant VSD during a
scan of Vc to monitor the doping of the ionomer film, a different method mimicking
a FET can also be used. Fig-3.12 shows the result of an experiment where the gate
voltage Vc was hold constant while the source-drain current ISD is measured as a
function of source-drain voltage VSD ' The change in the conductivity of the ionomer
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was clearly demonstrated by the change of slope in ISD as the gate voltage VG was
changed from +0.4 V to +0.9 V in 0.1 V increment.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, the electronic charge carrier injection into individual PAA and
PAc ionomer from Au electrodes in the presence of electrolyte was investigated using
a symmetric electrochemical cell configuration, where the active material - PAA or
PAc - were coated onto both the working electrode and the counter electrode. The
charge transfer current and working electrode potential versus a reference electrode,
as well as the conductivity of the active material, were monitored as a function of
applied bias between the working electrode and the counter electrode. The results
were analyzed to identifying the onset voltages of hole and electron injection into
both ionomers from Au electrodes. The experimental setup was then modified into
an electrochemical transistor to investigate the distinctions between two different
operating regimes of electrolyte gated transistors and their impact on the transfer
characteristics of the transistors.
In the charge injection experiment, it is found that for both PAA and PAc, hole
injection begins at close to zero bias, but the amount of charge injected is limited
by the non-Faradaic charging of electric double layer at the counter electrode until
the bias is sufficiently high to enable the Faradaic transfer of electrons at the counter
electrode. For PAc, reversible electron injection into the ionomer at the counter
electrode occurs when the potential difference between working electrode and counter
electrode exceeds 0.9V. For PAA , the onset of substantial electron injection at the
counter electrode begins at around 1.2V, but less significant injection of electrons
starts as early as 0.8V. Unlike the PAc, the Faradaic electron transfer process of
PAA at the counter electrode was much less reversible.
In the electrochemical transistor experiment, two different operating regImes
of electrolyte gated transistors that involve different gate electrode processes were
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demonstrated, and the output characteristics of the two operating modes were
compared. Greatest sensitivity of source-drain current to gate voltage can be achieved
when the transistor was operating in the Faradaic regime, where the doping of active
material is coupled to the electrochemical reaction of electrolyte at the gate electrode.
When the transistor operates in the non-Faradaic regime, where the doping of active
material is coupled to the charging of electric double layer at the gate electrode, it
was demonstrated that the sensitivity of source-drain current to gate voltage depends
on the capacitance ratio between the active material and the gate electrode. Guiding
principles for electrochemical transistor design were proposed according to different
modes of operation.
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CHAPTER IV
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL
IONOMER IN AUIIONOMERIAU CONFIGURATION
In this chapter, current-voltage measurements on single-layer AullonomerlAu
structures are carried out to investigate the effect of ionic conductivity and ion density
on the injection and transport of electronic charge carriers for each ionomer. The
amount of electronic charge carriers injected at different bias levels and their effect
on overall conductivity are also estimated.
4.1 Introduction
The electronic charge carrier injection processes at the Aullonomer interfaces
of both PAA and PAc were investigated in Chapter-III through the symmetric
electrochemical cell experiment. It was found that the onset voltages of bipolar
injection for both PAA and PAc are similar, while the reversibility of the electron
injection process differs between PAA and PAc. It was also found that for both
ionomers, the injection of holes leads to a more significant increase of ionomer
conductivity than the injection of electrons. These results suggest that the complete
AullonomerlAu structure of PAA and PAc would likely show similar I-V response at
steady state, unless the charge injection process is drastically affected by the presence
of electrolyte and/or the electronic conduction current.
In the electrochemical charge injection experiment, the electrolyte provides
effectively unlimited mobile ions for compensating the charge being injected into
the ionomer, therefore the amount of charge that can be injected is only limited by
the capacitance (volume) of the ionomer on each electrode. In a dry AulIonomerlAu
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sample, however, the injected charge carriers are compensated by the depletion and
accumulation of the limited amount of mobile ions in each ionomer. Furthermore,
the impedance study in Chapter-II indicates that both ionomers's effective mobile
ion concentrations could be much lower than their corresponding stoichiometric ion
concentrations, and the ionic conductivity of PAA is about an order of magnitude
lower than that of the PAc at same temperature. The lower availability of charge-
compensating ions in the dry AullonomerlAu structure will likely limit the amount
of injected charge achievable at a given bias, but at what bias level this happens and
to what extend the amount of injected charge will be affected is not clear.
On the other hand, the interplay between the ionic transport and the electronic
transport in mixed conducting systems with ion blocking electrodes like the
AullonomerlAu has been a subject of intense investigation due to their potential
application in solid-state lighting, [2, 3, 71, 4] photovoltaics,[6, 7, 10] thin-film
and electrochemical transistors, [68, 72, 73, 69, 74] and memory devices. [14] The
redistribution of mobile ions in these Mixed Ionic/Electronic Conductor (MIEC)
systems under bias makes in-situ doping of the active material possible, thus changing
the electrical and optical characteristics of these systems in ways that are more
complex and feature-rich than their pure electronic counterparts. A thorough
understanding of the interaction between ionic and electronic charge carriers in these
MIEC systems is essential to the design and optimization of devices based on these
materials. One important question to the understanding of MIEC systems is how does
mobile ion concentration in these materials affect the nature of electronic transport as
a function of applied bias. More specifically, we want to know when does the transport
of electronic charge carriers becomes migratory, and whether both electrons and holes
are involved in the conduction.
In this chapter, several current-voltage experiments will be carried out on single-
layer PAA and PAc in AullonomerlAu sandwich configuration, with the focus
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on answering the following questions that are closely related to the goals of this
dissertation:
1. How does current evolve under different bias for each ionomer? Will the two
ionomers behave differently?
2. How does the steady-state currents of the two materials change with bias?
3. How does the amount of electronic charge carriers injected into each ionomer
changes with applied bias? Will the onset voltages of bipolar injection differ
substantially from the results of electrochemical charge injection experiments?
4. What fraction of the applied potential is dropping near the electrode interfaces
versus the bulk of the material? And how doses the potential distribution
changes with bias?
To answer the first two questions, the current as a function of time under a step
bias will be monitored until the system reaches steady-state or near steady-state for
both ionomers. The result of this experiment will tell us wether the two materials are
indeed similar in their electronic properties despite their apparent difference in ionic
conductivity. The amount of injected charge at each applied bias can be estimated by
discharging the system from steady-state and integrating the short circuit current. By
examining the dependance of the short circuit charge on applied bias, it is possible to
infer whether the charge injection is unipolar or bipolar. The steady-state potential
distribution of MIEC systems has been investigated by several groups using different
methods, [75, 76, 77, 78] but quantitative results are still controversial.[2, 79, 80, 77,
81] The goal of the work in this chapter will be limited to a qualitative estimate of
the steady-state potential distribution, and hopefully this goal will be achieved by
combining the results from all experiments conducted, including the relaxation of
open-circuit potential from steady state.
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4.2 Experimental details
4.2.1 Sample preparation
Single layer AulIonomerlAu samples were prepared and annealed in the same way
as described in the experimental details section in Chapter-II.
4.2.2 Electrical measurements
Three types of electrical measurements ~- current under bias, short-circuit current,
and open-circuit potential, are involved in this chapter. A Keithley 236 Source-
Measure Unit in combination with a Keithley 7001 switching matrix was used for all
three types of measurements. A custom labview program was used for controlling
the instruments and recording data. All measurements were done in actively pumped
vacuum (20 mTorr) except the experiment that involves acetonitrile vapor.
A typical experiment starts from applying a bias to the AulIonomerlAu sample
and measuring the current as a function of time, IB(t), until the system reaches or
nears steady-state, then the instrument is switched to either measuring the short-
circuit current as a function of time, I sc(t), or measuring the open-circuit potential
as a function of time, Voc(t), during the relaxation of the system from steady-state.
During the transition between different measurements, the system is switched into
open circuit for a brief moment «1 ms) as needed for switching the function of
Keithley 236. After each open-circuit measurement, the system is left at short-circuit
until the sample is fully relaxed as indicated by the leveling off of the short-circuit
current.
4.3 Results and discussion
In presenting the experimental results throughout this chapter, "steady-state"
refers to the state of the device at the end of a typical 90 minute (unless indicated
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otherwise) bias at various applied voltages. It was found that after applying a bias
for 90 minutes, PAc samples are sufficiently close to steady-state while slow changes
in PAA samples still persist as will be shown later. However, the results of longer
bias times (up to 4 hours) for PAA indicates that the small changes after 90 minutes
are not significant, and therefore not recorded for most measurements.
4.3.1 The change of current under stepping bias
The change in the overall current of the AulIonomerlAu structure in response
to constant applied biases in the range of O.IV to 1.5V are plotted as a function of
time in log-long scale in Fig-4.I, for a PAA sample (top graph) of 560 nm and a PAc
sample (bottom graph) of 2I0nm. The result of a repeated measurement on the PAc
sample is also shown to highlight the consistency between measurements after the
sample was stabilized.
From Fig-4.I, it can be seen that for the PAA sample, current evolves much
slower than that of the PAc sample. The slower response of the PAA sample is not
surprising since the redistribution of ions in PAA is much slower than in PAc, due to
the lower ion conductivity and larger thickness of the PAA sample, according to the
results from the impedance measurements in Chapter-II. Other than the apparent
difference in response time, the overall I B (t) of the two materials are quite similar.
Throughout the entire range of applied bias, two regions of applied bias can be
identified by the way I B (t) changes with time. The first bias region is characterized
by an initial current that is higher than the near steady-state current, while the
second bias region is characterized by a near steady-state current that is higher than
the initial current. The transition between the two bias regions, as can be identified
from Fig-4.I, is around VB =0.5V for PAA and VB =0.7V for PAc.
A common feature for all IB(t) curves in Fig-4.I is that there is an initial decay
of current immediately after a bias is applied. After the initial decay, the change in
IB(t) is voltage dependent. At the transitional voltage of each sample, the current
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FIGURE 4.1: The response of device current to constant applied biases, recorded as
a function of time over 1.5 hours, for PAA (Top) and PAc (Bottom). The range of
applied voltage is from 0.1 V to 1.5 V, in 0.2V increments. The dashed lines in the
bottom graph are results of a repeated measurement on the same PAc sample.
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rises slightly before leveling off, while at biases lower than the transitional voltage,
the current decays monotonically. For biases higher than the transitional voltage,
the current keeping rising until leveling off at a higher value.
The common feature and bias dependent features in IB(t) can be understood in
terms of two sequential stages of the device response. During the first stage, the
current is dominated by ions moving in response to the applied electric field, and the
ion-blocking electrodes result in an initial decay of current as ionic double layers are
formed near the electrode surfaces while few electronic charge carriers are present.
The difference in the duration of this initial decay and in the initial value of IB(t)
between PAA and PAc is consistent with the fact that PAA has a much lower ion
conductivity than PAc at the same temperature. Furthermore, the initial values of
I B (t) for both ionomers show a close to linear dependence on the applied bias, as
can be seen from Fig-4.2. The conductivities extracted through a linear fit of IB(O)
versus VB yielded (]" ~ 5.7 X 10-11 S/cm for the PAc sample, and (]" ~ 2.5 X 10-12
S/cm for the PAA sample. Both conductivity values are reasonably close to the ionic
conductivity results obtained from impedance experiments - 3 x 10-11 S/cm for PAc
and 3 x 10-12 S/cm for PAA at 318 K.
The second stage of device response is dependent on applied voltage. At low
bias voltages, the injected electronic charge were limited by the unipolar nature of
the injection, as suggested by the results of the electrochemical injection experiment
in Chapter-III. Therefore, the current keeps decaying monotonically until steady-
state. At biases higher than the transitional voltage, however, an increased amount
of injected electronic charge carriers resulted in a substantial increase in the electronic
current that eventually surpassed the initial ionic current. As the amount of injected
electronic charge increased, the redistribution of compensating ions also contributed
to the overall current. The overall current leveled off only when the maximum
amount of electronic charge possible at each bias were injected and the corresponding
redistribution of ions was completed.
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FIGURE 4.2: The initial current of a PAA sample (open triangles, right ordinate)
and a PAc sample (open circles, left ordinate) as a function of applied bias. The
dashed lines are linear fits to their corresponding set of data points.
4.3.2 The effect of bias time
It is seen in Fig-4.1 that the IB(t) ofthe PAA sample took longer to reach steady-
state. In an effort to determine whether the PAA sample is close to steady-state at
the end of a 90 minute bias, another quantity of interest, the initial value of the open-
circuit potential Voc(O), was measured for VB =1.5V as a function of the duration of
applied bias (see Fig-4.3). The Voc(O) data points are represented by solid squares
in Fig-4.3, and their corresponding bias times are indicated by open squares on a 90
minute IB(t) curve.
As can be seen from Fig-4.3, the value of Voc(O) increases to about 0.46 V during
the ionic double layer charging stage, then decreases to about 0.4 V when IB(t)
begins to rise and increases slightly before leveling off at around 0.44 V when the
current also begin to level off. Biasing the PAA sample for longer durations (up to
4 hours) resulted in a IB(t) curve much like that of the PAc shown in Fig-4.1 and
insignificantly small changes in both current and Voc(O).
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FIGURE 4.3: The change in the initial open-circuit voltage Voc(O) as a function of
bias time at VB =1.5 V, for a PAA sample at T=318K. The solid squares are data
points of Voc(O) recorded after different bias time, and their position on a continuous
IB(t) curve (solid line with open squares) are indicated by open squares. The sample
was adequately relaxed through short-circuit after each measurement of Voc(O).
4.3.3 Stabilization of the sample
Repeated measurements on the same sample reveals a reproducible difference
between the I-V response of the first set of complete bias range measurements and
the subsequent sets of measurements, as evidenced by the difference in steady-state
currents shown in Fig-4.4. After the first set of measurements, the results became
very consistent among subsequent measurements. The difference between first and
second set of measurements is more apparent in the low bias regime. The origin
of this change is not yet fully understood. It is possible that both the bulk of the
ionomer and their interfaces with electrodes undergo some changes during the first
set of measurement, then stabilize afterwards.
4.3.4 Steady-state current
The steady-state currents measured by the final value of IB(t) at the end of a
gO-minute bias as a function of applied potential are shown in Fig-4.5 for a PAA
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FIGURE 4.4: The history effect of a typical PAc sample. Open squares represent the
near steady-state currents of the first measurement from VB =0.1V to VB =1.5V, the
data points of three subsequent measurements on the same sample are represented
by open circles, and open triangles. A 90 minutes bias time was used for all
measurements.
sample and a PAc sample. It can be seen that, aside from a normalization factor
likely due to difference in thickness, the bias dependence of the steady-state current
is essentially the same for both ionomers. An exponential increase of Iss with bias
can be seen within the bias range of 0.5 V to 1.1 V. Outside of this exponential region
the steady-state current appears to change slower with the applied bias.
The similarity of the bias dependance of Iss between the two ionomers IS
consistent with the findings from Chapter-III, which indicates that both ionomers
have similar onset voltages of unipolar and bipolar injection, and that holes are the
dominant electronic charge carriers for both materials.
The temperature dependance of the steady-state current was not pursued
extensively due to the concern that passing a current in the rnA range for hours
when the sample is at elevated temperature would cause irreversible damage to the
sample, while lowering the temperature increases the experiment time substantially.
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FIGURE 4.5: The steady-state current as a function of applied bias for a PAA sample
of 560 nm (solid squares), and a PAc sample of 210 nm (open squares).
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Nevertheless, a PAc sample was tested at both 328 K and 310 K to demonstrate
the effect of varying temperature, and the results are shown in Fig-4.6. It was found
that the steady-state current increases with the increase of temperature, and the
steady-state current at lower biases appears to increase more significantly than the
steady-state current at higher biases while the bias dependance seemed unchanged.
4.3.5 Discharging through internal pathway
Since both ionomers' electronic conductivity increase substantially with applied
bias, a portion of the injected charge will inevitably recombine internally through the
material, therefore the amount of charge collected through the external short-circuit
will represent only part of the total amount of charge accumulated throughout the
device.
An estimate of how much electronic charge recombines through the internal
pathway can be obtained by comparing the total charge collected through two
different methods of discharging the device. In the first method, the device is
discharged through short-circuiting immediately after the applied bias is removed,
while in the the second method the device is left in open-circuit for a certain amount
of time after the applied bias is removed, then discharged through short-circuiting.
The difference between the total charge collected via the second method and that
collected via the first method provides an estimate of the amount of charge that are
forced to recombined internally during the time of open-circuiting.
Based on the observation from Fig-4.8 that, during a typical short-circuit
measurement most of the charge were collected during the first couple of minutes, a
la-minute open-circuit time was used for such an experiments on a PAA sample. The
results are plotted out in Fig-4.7 as the ratio between the amount of charge collected
with and without a la-minute open-circuiting. It can be seen that as the applied
bias increases, more charge recombine internally during the 10 minutes in open-
circuit state. Due to the fact that electronic charge carriers are forced to recombine
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FIGURE 4.7: The ratio between the short-circuit charge collected after open-
circuiting a PAA sample for 10 minutes from steady-state to chat collected
immediately after the bias is removed, as a function of applied bias.
internally while the device is in open-circuit, it is expected that in an immediate
short-circuit experiment, the amount of charge carriers that recombine internally
would be substantially less than what's indicated by the results in Fig-4.7, due to the
much lower impedance of the external circuit. Therefore the charge collected through
immediate short-circuiting is likely to be more than 60% of total the accumulated
charge for VB >1.0V, and close to 100% for lower biases.
4.3.6 Short-circuit discharging from steady-state
To estimate the amount of electronic charge carriers that are injected into the
ionomer at each applied bias, short-circuit discharging experiments were carried out
on samples of both ionomers. Typical discharging curves are shown in Fig-4.8 for
samples of both ionomers. It can be seen that, other than a difference in the time
scale, the discharging curves of the two ionomers are very similar in appearance
at comparable bias. For both materials, the discharging current increases with
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increasing bias. In the log-log scale, a relatively flat region during the initial phase of
discharging seemed to persist longer as the bias was increased, and this relative flat
region then give way to a more rapid decrease as the discharging process continues.
The transition between these two regions happened at an earlier time for PAc.
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FIGURE 4.8: The change of short-circuit current after various biases, as a function
of time for a PAA sample (Top) at T=328K, and a PAc sample (Bottom) at T=318K.
Results of two repeated measurements are shown together for each sample.
The similarity in appearance and the difference in time scale of the discharging
curves between PAA samples and PAc samples indicates that the discharging
processes for both ionomers are reflective of the motion of ions, as would be predicted
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by the coupling between the electronic and ionic charge carriers in mix-conducting
materials and the lower mobility of ions compared to holes. The increase in length
of the initial slow decaying region with the increase of bias could be explained by
assuming that, at higher biases more electronic charge carriers are injected into the
ionomer resulting in a more significant redistribution of ions in the material, therefore
during the discharging, the reversal of this ion redistribution takes longer to complete.
The amount of charge collected through immediate short-circuiting experiments
at each bias are shown in Fig-4.9 for a PAA sample (solid circles) at T=328K, and
a PAc sample at T=328 K (open circles) and T=310 K (open triangles). The PAc
data in Fig-4.9 have been corrected for a persisting baseline current of rv 4 X 10-12
Ampere for T=31O K and rv 1 X 10-11 Ampere at T=328K. The correction has a
significant effect on only the first data point of VB =0.1 V. The theoretical values of
charging a 4 JLF /cm2 double layer of the same area as the sample was shown by the
dashed line for comparison.
One may first notice from Fig-4.9 that, for VB >O.4V, the collected short-circuit
charge for both ionomers and at both temperatures are substantially higher than
that of charging an ionic double layer, and the difference increases quickly as the bias
increases. It can seen that more charge were collected from the 560 nm PAA sample
than the 280 nm PAc sample at T=328 K except for the less trustworthy lowest bias
due to baseline correction. For the PAc sample, the total charge collected through
short-circuit appears to increase with temperature for biases lower than 1.1 V, then
the difference disappears at higher biases. For biases higher than 1.1 V, the increase
in short-circuit charge for all tree sets of data appears to be exponential.
The fact that the total short circuit charge for both ionomers at VB> 1.1 V are
substantially higher than (>4 times) the value of ionic double layer charging, and
that more charge was collected from the thicker 560 nm PAA sample than the 280
nm PAc sample indicates that electronic charge injection at biases higher than 1.1 V
was bipolar. A transition from unipolar to bipolar injection would also be consistent
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FIGURE 4.9: Charge collected through short-circuit relaxation of a PAA sample
(solid circles) at T=328K, and a PAc sample at T=328 K (open circles) and T=310
K (open triangles), as a function of applied bias. The data points for PAc are
connected with lines to guide the eye. The dashed line represents the theoretical
values of charging a 4 f.lF / cm2 double layer of the same area as the sample.
with the observation that the difference in short-circuit charge between T=310 K
and T=328 K for the PAA sample diminishes at biases higher than 1.1 V, since in
the regime of bipolar injection, the amount of charge that the material can accept
is largely determined by the volume of the material and the availability of charge
compensating ions at a given bias. In contrast, for biases lower than 1.1 V the amount
of injected charge depends on the low frequency ionic double layer capacitance of the
material, which can change more significantly with temperature as shown by the
results from temperature dependent impedance study in Chapter-II. At 328 K, the
increased amount of injected charge in the low bias regime could have contributed to
the more significant increase of steady-state current in the low bias regime than in
the higher bias regime that was observed in Fig-4.6.
Notably, the transitional voltage of 1.1 V as indicated by the PAc data in Fig-4.9
is not far from the onset voltage of 0.9 V for bipolar injection that was found in
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Chapter-III through the electrochemical charge injection experiment. In solid state,
it is not surprising that a higher voltage is necessary to drive bipolar injection than
in an electrolyte due to the difference in ionic environment. The short-circuit charge
collected at VB =1.5 V for either AullonomerlAu sample is substantially less than
the injected charge estimated from the charge transfer current during the symmetric
electrochemical cell experiment in Chapter-III, at same applied voltage. Part of the
difference might be accounted by the fact that not all injected charge are recovered
through short-circuit. This differnece could also suggest that the charge injection in
the solid state is limited by the availability of compensating ions.
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FIGURE 4.10: The ratio between injected electronic charge density and effective
mobile ion density, as a function of applied bias, for a PAA sample with neff =
4.5x1018 /cm3 and a PAc sample with neff = 1.5x1018 /cm3 .
As a measure of how much electronic charge carriers was injected at each bias, the
amount of short-circuit charge are compared to the effective ion densities that were
estimated through impedance experiments in Chapter-II. The results are shown
in Fig-4.10 in terms of the ratio between the apparent electronic carrier density
Papp = Qsc/v and the effective mobile ion density neff, where v is the volume of the
ionomer film. The fact that this ratio exceeds 1 for biases higher than 1 Volt for both
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ionomers and reaches 10 at VB =1.5V for PAc suggests that the effective mobile ion
densities were likely underestimated, and/or part of the short-circuit charge are not
compensated by ions.
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FIGURE 4.11: The change of open-circuit potential as a function of time for a PAA
sample and a PAc sample during the open-circuit relaxation from steady-state of
various biases.
4.3.7 Open-circuit relaxation from steady-state
The change of open-circuit potential with time, Voc(t), while the sample relaxes
from steady-state at each bias is shown in Fig-4.11 for a PAA sample (top) and a
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PAc sample (bottom) within the bias range of 0.1 V to 1.5 V in 0.2 V increments.
Again, apart from a difference in time and magnitude scale in the higher bias regime,
the Voc(t) of the two ionomers show similar features. The longer time scale needed
for the relaxation of PAA is a reflection of its lower ionic conductivity as compared to
PAc. The initial value of the open-circuit potential, Voc(O), first increases with bias
for both ionomers, then approaches a limiting value of around 0.43 V for PAA and
0.65 V for PAc as bias further increases. The applied voltage at which this leveling
off of Voc(O) occurs is VB =0.5 V for PAA and VB =0.7 V for PAc. The change in
Voc(O) as a function of bias can be better seen in Fig-4.12.
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FIGURE 4.12: The initial value of open-circuit potential as a function of applied bias
for a PAA sample (squares) and a PAc sample (circles), in vacuum after annealing
(solid symbols) and at the presence of acetonitrile vapor (open symbols).
Interestingly, the applied voltage of 0.5 V for PAA and 0.7 V for PAc at which
Voc(O) starts to level off coincides with the transitional voltages that were described
earlier to separate the change of IB(t) (in Fig-4.1) into two bias regimes. This
coincidence suggests that as soon as the electronic conductivity surpasses the ionic
conductivity, the value of Voc(O) starts to level off as bias further increases.
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The Vac(O) data in Fig-4.12 shows that for applied biases higher than 0.7 V, there
is a substantial difference between the applied bias and the initial value of VaG' The
origin of this difference and its implications will be discussed later.
4.3.8 The effect of acetonitrile vapor
In Chapter-II, it was shown that exposing the AulIonomerlAu sample to
acetonitrile vapor could increase the ionic conductivity of the sample by several orders
of magnitude. To investigate the effect of ion mobility on the current-voltage response
of the AulIonomerlAu system, several experiments in this chapter were also carried
out in the presence of acetonitrile vapor at T=310 K to be compared with the results
obtained after the samples have been dried in vacuum.
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FIGURE 4.13: The steady-state current at various biases of a PAc sample in vacuum
after annealing (solid circles) and in the presence of acetonitrile vapor (open circles).
The effect of acetonitrile vapor on the steady-state current of a PAc sample is
shown in Fig-4.13. Other than increasing the ionic conductivity of the material, and
hence the speed of the sample's response to bias, acetonitrile vapor seemed to have
no significant effect on the electronic current at steady-state.
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FIGURE 4.14: The steady-state current at four different biases of a PAA sample
in vacuum after annealing (solid squares) and in the presence of acetonitrile vapor
(open squares).
From Fig-4.14, the presence of acetonitrile vapor seemed to increase the steady-
state current of the PAA sample more significantly at VB =l.4 V, but a comparison of
I B (t) in Fig-4.15 reveals that the difference was largely due to the fact that, for the
data collected when the sample was in vacuum, steady-state was not yet achieved at
the end of the measurement.
The effect of acetonitrile vapor on the bias dependence of Voc(O) is more dramatic
as can be seen in Fig-4.12. Exposure to acetonitrile vapor increases the limiting
Voc(O) of the PAA sample from ~0.43 V to ~0.65 V, while the limiting Voc(O) of
the PAc sample was increased from ~0.63 V to higher than 0.95 V.
The absence of significant change in steady-state current in the presence of
acetonitrile vapor suggest that the solvent vapor has little effect on the electronic
conductivity of both ionomers. The change in Voc(O) due to acetonitrile vapor
indicates that the measured open-circuit potential and the ionic conductivity are
closely related. The effect of solvent vapor on Voc(O) will be further discussed later.
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FIGURE 4.15: The change of current under four different applied biases of a PAA
sample in vacuum after annealing (gray lines) and in the presence of acetonitrile
vapor (black lines).
4.3.9 The measured VOG value during relaxation
Ideally the open-circuit potential measured by a voltmeter is a reflection of
the electromotive force, g, of a power source. In a real experiment, however, the
measurement of open-circuit potential always relies on the discharging of the system
and therefore the internal resistance of the power source Rps have to be considered.
When the internal resistance of the power source is comparable to the external
measuring circuit, the measured terminal voltage VM will be lower than the true
g. If the voltmeter's resistance is RM , then the measured voltage can be related to
the electromotive force by:
VM=g RM
RM +Rps
During the open-circuit potential measurement of the AulIonomerlAu system, the
electromotive force is provided by the electrical energy stored in the sample through
the accumulation of separated electronic charge carriers. Depending on the bias
range and mobile ion concentration, these separated electronic charge carriers may
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be completely or partially coupled to the polarization of mobile ions. An open-circuit
voltage can be measured when these separated electronic charge carriers recombine
through internal or external pathways. In the absence of electronic conductivity
within the ionomer, the Au IIonomer IAu system is in effect an electrolytic capacitor (or
battery), and the accumulated electronic charge carriers have to recombine through
the external pathway, i.e. the voltmeter. Therefore the internal resistance of the
sample is determined by the relaxation of the ionic polarization within the material,
which usually has a much lower impedance than that of a high quality voltmeter
(RM > 10140). Hence VM ~ 0i = g.
However, in cases such as polyacetylene ionomers the electronic conductivity ofthe
material is non-zero, therefore the separated electronic charge carriers can recombine
internally, and usually the internal electronic resistance Rel is less than RM , then
the resistance of the measuring circuit is in effect the parallel combination of Rel and
RM , which may become comparable or smaller than the resistance of ionic relaxation
in the material. In such cases, if Rel « RM and the electromotive force is supplied
by those electronic charge carriers that are coupled to mobile ions, then the Rps in
Eq. (4.1) is determined by the ionic resistance Ron and Eq. (4.1) becomes:
(4.2)
The corresponding equivalent circuit of Eq. (4.2) is shown in Fig-4.16.
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FIGURE 4.16: The equivalent circuit of an open-circuit potential measurement on a
mix-conducting system according to Eq. (4.2).
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The time constant for the relaxation of the ionically coupled electromotive force,
£j, is determined by the differential (Faradaic or interfacial) capacitance and the
ionic or electronic resistance, whichever is larger. Since the lower limit of Faradaic
or interfacial capacitance is usually on the order of 10-6 F, and the typical ionic
resistance for a 300nm PAc sample is on the order of 106 ,0, the relaxation time is
usually on the order of seconds.
When sufficiently high bias is applied to the AulIonomerlAu system such that the
mobile ionic charge carriers are not able to completely screen the electric field in the
bulk of the material. Then part of the electromotive force during the open-circuit
relaxation will be provided by those accumulated electronic charge carriers that are
not coupled to mobile ions, i.e. Iff = VB = £j +~. The recombination ofthese charge
carriers during the open-circuit relaxation will be much faster than those ionically
coupled charge carriers, since their corresponding internal resistance as well as their
differential capacitance are much lower. Assuming that the internal resistance is
on the order of 103 ,0 and the differential capacitance is on the order of geometric
capacitance rv 10-8 F, the relaxation time for Iffe is on the order of 10-5 seconds.
The difference in relaxation times between ~ and £j can in principle be used to
identify the bias level above which an electric field exists in the bulk of the material,
through the deviation of the initial value of £j from the applied bias VB. When
the AulIonomerlAu system is relaxed in open-circuit from steady-state, the initial
value of VaG is reflective of only the £j due to the rv ms range response time of the
instrument setup. However, an accurate calculation of the true initial value of £j is
difficult since the internal electronic resistance is changing with time, thus its value
at the moment when Vac(O) is measured is difficult to determined. Nevertheless, the
VaG data for both ionomers can still be qualitatively explained through Eq. (4.2).
In the low bias regime the AulIonomerlAu system is in effect a double layer
capacitor, all accumulated electronic charge carriers are coupled to ions and the
electronic conductivity is lower than the ionic conductivity as indicated by Iss<IB(O).
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For VB:S0.3 V, the steady-state (electronic) current Iss of both ionomers are much
lower than the corresponding ionic current IB(O), therefore Voc (O);:::::0';=VB as can be
seen from Fig-4.12. The relaxation time of Voc(t) is then determined by the ionic
double layer capacitance and the electronic conductivity of the ionomer. Since the
two ionomers have comparable ionic double layer capacitance as well as electronic
conductivity at the same bias, the Voc(t) curves at VB:S0.3 V in Fig-4.11 are very
similar for both ionomer samples. The higher ionic conductivity of PAc makes it's
electronic conductivity at VB=0.5 V also relatively small, thus for the PAc sample
at VB=0.5 V the initial value of the open-circuit potential was also very close to the
applied bias.
As the applied bias further increases, the electronic conductivity approaches and
then surpasses the ionic conductivity when VB~0.7V for PAc and VB~0.5V for PAA .
Consequently the Voc(O) for higher biases deviates substantially from the applied bias
according to Eq. (4.2). Since the ionic conductivity is now the limiting factor of the
system's relaxation, the time constant for the relaxation of Voc is determined by the
ionic conductivity and the sample's capacitance. The Voc(t) curves in Fig-4.11 for
VB >0.7 V indeed show that the decay of Voc for the PAc sample is faster than that
of the PAA sample.
Exposing the dried sample to acetonitrile vapor leads to a substantial increase in
the ionic conductivity for both ionomers but cause little change to their electronic
conductivity. Hence, the relationship of VOc(O);:::::VB persisted to higher biases for
both ionomers.
Although the exact values of 0';(0) for biases that resulted in a substantial
electronic conductivity increase can not be calculated from the Voc(O) data due
to the unknown value of Rel(O), and hence the voltage at which the transport of
electronic charge carriers become migratory can not be identified. The fact that the
maximum Voc(O) for the PAc samples approached 1 V at VB=1.5 V and the fact
that steady-state electronic conductivity was much higher than ionic conductivity at
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VB = 1. 5 V strongly suggests that the bulk of the material is free of an electric field
within the bias range of 0.1 V to 1.5 V.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, electrical measurements were carried out on single-layer PAA
and PAc samples to investigate the bias dependence of each material's electronic
conductivity and the amount of injected charge in solid state, as well as to
demonstrate the effect of the ionic environment on the electrical response of the
mix-conducting ionomer.
It is found that the electronic conductivity of PAA and PAc exhibit a similar
strong dependance on the applied bias, while the evolution of each AulIonomerlAu
system's conductivity under bias was strongly affected by the ionic conductivity of
the corresponding ionomer. Within the bias range of 0.1 V to 1.5 V, the steady-state
electronic current of both ionomers changed by eight orders of magnitude from "-J
10-11 Ampere at 0.1 V to r-v 10-3 Ampere at 1.5 V. And the response of PAA samples
to applied bias was slower than PAc samples due to the lower ionic conductivity of
PAA . The electronic conductivity of PAc was found to increase as temperature
increases.
The amount of injected electronic charge carrier for both ionomers are also found
to be strongly dependent on applied bias. At biases higher than 0.4 V, the amount
of injected charge for both ionomers was found to be greater than what would be
predicted by their ionic double layer capacitances obtained through small amplitude
impedance spectroscopy. Above 1.0 V, the apparent density of the injected charge
for both ionomers became higher than the estimated effective mobile ion density of
"-J 3 x 1018 / cm3 .
Exposing dried ionomer samples to acetonitrile vapor greatly increases the ionic
conductivity and hence the response speed of both materials, while the steady-state
electronic conductivities of both ionomers were not significantly changed. The results
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of open-circuit relaxation experiments strongly indicate that within the bias range of
0.1 V to 1.5 V, mobile ions in PAc were able to completely screen the applied electric
field, and therefore the potential drop in the bulk of the sample was negligible.
Further experiments with improved design are necessary in order to identify the
voltage at which the electronic transport becomes migratory.
The large amount of injected charge for VB >1.0 V compared to the estimated
effective mobile ion density and the diffusive electronic charge transport indicated
by the result of open-circuit experiment both suggest that the effective ion densities
for PAA and PAc were most likely underestimated by the simple ionic double layer
model in Chapter-II.
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CHAPTER V
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
POLYACETYLENE HETERO-IONIC JUNCTION
In this chapter, the responses of the AulPAAIPAclAu junction to stepping bias
and to a small amplitude AC voltage signal are investigated to understand the
origin of the junction's asymmetric I-V response. A working mechanism of the
AulPAAIPAclAu junction is then proposed base on the experimental results.
5.1 Introduction
The prevIOUS chapters have been largely focused on characterizing the ionic
and electronic properties of the two ionomers that were used to construct the
AulPAAIPAclAu junction. The results from experiments in these chapters provided
important information about each constituent ionomer of the AulPAAIPAciAu
structure. With this information, we can now narrow down the factors that might
be responsible for the AulPAAIPAclAu junction's asymmetric I-V response.
The results from small amplitude impedance measurements in Chapter-II on
single-layer AullonomerlAu samples have shown that, although the mobile ions in
PAA move slower than the mobile ions in PAc, the ionic double layer capacitance of
the two ionomers are comparable to each other during the low frequency electrode
polarization, with the capacitance value of PAA slightly higher. The results in
Chapter-III and Chapter-IV further showed that the electronic properties of the
two ionomers are very similar in that, both ionomers show similar onset voltages for
unipolar and bipolar charge injection, and the steady-state electronic current of both
ionomers are comparable and exhibit a similar dependence on applied bias. Therefore
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in the AulPAAIPAclAu junction, the asymmetry in charge injection barrier between
forward and reverse bias is negligible at almost all bias levels.
If charge injection can easily occur in both forward and reverse bias, then there
must be other factors that are limiting the current at reverse bias. One natural
candidate of such limiting factor is the asymmetric response of the PAAIPAc interface
to different signs of bias, as suggested by the "ionic P-N junction" hypothesis.
The comparison of the capacitance spectrum between the AulIonomerlAu structure
and the AulPAAIPAclAu structure in Chapter-II indeed suggest that an interfacial
capacitance at the PAAIPAc interface exists. Given the plausibility that the PAAIPAc
interface is responsible for the asymmetric I-V response of the AulPAAIPAciAu
junction, several experiments will be carried out in this chapter to elucidate how
the AulPAAIPAclAu junction works differently under forward versus reverse biases,
with a focus on understanding the role of the PAAIPAc interface.
Time dependent current-voltage measurements and impedance spectroscopy will
be used to characterize the response of the AulPAAIPAclAu junction to constant
biases of different magnitude at both bias directions, as well as the relaxation of the
junction from the steady-state at different biases. The amount of injected charge
at each bias will be estimated through short-circuit discharging of the system from
steady-state, and the distribution of the injected charge will be studied through
impedance spectroscopy at steady-state. The important role of ion transport across
the PAAIPAc interface will be illustrated by a control experiment where the ion
transport across the PAAIPAc is intentionally impeded.
5.2 Experimental details
5.2.1 Sample preparation
The bi-layer AulPAAIPAclAu samples were prepared and annealed following the
same procedures as described in the experimental details section in Chapter-II.
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Samples in AulPAAIAuJPAclAu configuration were also fabricated by evaporating
an additional 50 A gold layer on top of the PAc layer before the PAA layer is spin-
coated and the top Au contact is evaporated.
5.2.2 Current-voltage measurements
All current-voltage measurements were conducted under active vacuum «20
mTorr) except when exposure to acetonitrile vapor is needed. A Keithley 236 Source-
Measure Unit in combination with a Keithley 7001 switching matrix was used for all
current-voltage measurements. A custom labview program was used for controlling
the instruments and recording data. A typical experiment starts from applying a bias
to the Aul1onomerlAu sample and measuring the current as a function oftime, IB(t),
until the system reaches or nears steady-state, then the instrument is switched to
either measuring the short-circuit current as a function of time, I sc(t), or measuring
the open-circuit potential as a function of time, Voc(t), during the relaxation of the
system from steady-state. During the transition between different measurements,
the system is switched into open circuit for a brief moment «1 ms) as needed for
switching the function of Keithley 236. After each open-circuit measurement, the
system is left at short-circuit until the sample is fully relaxed as indicated by the
leveling off of the short-circuit current.
5.2.3 Impedance measurements
A Solartron S1-1296A dielectric interface in combination with a Solartron S1-1260
impedance analyzer was used for all impedance measurements. The SMART software
from Solartron Analytical was used for interfacing both the S1-1296A and the S1-1260,
as well as recording data. The amplitude of the AC voltage signal was 50 mV for all
impedance measurements throughout this chapter. The range of DC voltages used
for biased impedance measurements was -1.5 V to + 1.5 V, PAA versus PAc, in 0.2
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V increments. All impedance measurements were done while the sample was in an
actively evacuated container (P<20 mTorr).
In a typical impedance experiment, the response of the AulPAAIPAciAu sample
to a 50mV AC signal at !=20kHZ, 2kHZ, 200HZ, 100HZ, 10HZ, 1HZ, O.lHZ as a
function of time was continuously monitored for 1 hour as soon as a DC bias was
applied. After the bias had been applied for gO minutes, an AC impedance spectrum
in the frequency range of 1MHZ to O.01HZ was recorded with data density of 10 points
per decade while the sample was still under bias. Then, the sample's impedance
response at !=20kHZ, 2kHZ, 200HZ, 100HZ, 10HZ, 1HZ, O.lHZ was continuously
monitored as the DC bias was changed to 0 V, until the sample was relaxed at 0 V
for 1 hour.
5.3 Results and discussion
In presenting the experimental results throughout this chapter, a voltage applied
to the AulPAAIPAciAu junction will be referred to as "forward" or "positive" when
the electrode at the PAA side is held at a higher potential than the electrode at the
PAc side. "Steady-state" refers to the state of the device at the end of a typical gO
minute (unless indicated otherwise) bias at various applied voltages. It was found
that after applying a bias for gO minutes to a typical Au/PAAIPAciAu sample, the
overall current continued to change slowly. Although at the end of a gO-minute
bias a true steady-state was not reached, results from experiments of longer bias
times have indicated that a longer bias time was not necessary for the purpose of
qualitative analysis, therefore the gO-minute bias time was used for most current-
voltage measurements.
5.3.1 Response to stepping applied bias
The response of a AulPAAIPAciAu sample to a constant applied voltage is shown
in Fig-5.1 through the change of overall current with time, IB(t), for various biases
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in both forward (top graph) and reverse (bottom graph) direction. Two sets of data
for each bias were shown together to demonstrate the consistency of the response
between repeated measurements on the same sample. The data were plotted in log-
log scale so that fast changes at the early stage of response can be better seen, and
large relative changes within small ranges are not obscured.
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FIGURE 5.1: The time dependent current of a AulPAAIPAclAu sample (2201300
nm) under forward (top) and reverse (bottom) stepping biases. The bias voltage
difference between neighboring curves was 0.2 V, and the range of applied bias was
from 0.1 V to 1.5V in both directions. The results of two repeated measurements on
the same sample are shown to demonstrate consistency between measurements.
At positive biases, the change of IB(t) with time and bias in Fig-5.1 looks very
similar to the response of a single-layer PAA sample shown in Fig-4.1 of Chapter-
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IV. While at negative biases, the time scale of change in IB(t) is similar to that of
the PAA sample, but with much lower current at the same magnitude of bias. The
similarity between the response of AulPAAIPAclAu and the response of single-layer
PAA at positive biases is reflective of the fact that the lower ionic conductivity of
the PAA layer is limiting the response speed of the AulPAAIPAciAu structure. The
ionic conductivity extracted from the initial value of IB(t) is about 2 x 10-12 Sjcm,
which agrees rather well with the value of 3 x 10-12 Sjcm obtained from impedance
measurements for PAA at 318 K.
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FIGURE 5.2: The steady-state current as a function of bias for three AuJPAAIPAclAu
samples of different thickness. Data points are represented by symbols.
The steady-state current (Iss) at the end of a gO-minute bias for three samples
of different thicknesses are shown in Fig-5.2 as a function of applied bias. At forward
biases, the steady-state current exhibit a close to exponential increase with increasing
bias magnitude, and a thickness dependence can be identified for biases higher than
0.3 V with lower currents corresponding to thicker samples. At reverse biases, the
change of steady-state current with bias is slower than at forward biases, and the
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thickness dependance of Iss can not be clearly seen until the bias magnitude is greater
than 0.5 V where Iss also begin to show stronger dependence on bias magnitude.
The current-voltage relation of the AulPAAIPAciAu junction as shown in Fig-
5.2 is quite different from that of a typical silicon pn junction where the reverse
current levels off with the increase of reverse bias magnitude until the breakdown
voltage is reached. This difference in I-V relation between a mix-conducting
AujPAAIPAclAu junction and a purely electronic pn junction indicates that their
operating mechanisms are fundamentally different.
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FIGURE 5.3: The ratio between near steady-state current of the forward and reverse
bias, as a function of bias magnitude for three AulPAAIPAclAu samples of different
thickness. Data points are represented by symbols.
Fig-5.3 shows the typical bias magnitude dependance of the steady-state current
ratio, or rectification ratio, between forward and reverse bias at the same bias
magnitude for three samples of different thickness. It is seen in Fig-5.3 that, the
rectification ratio increases with increasing bias magnitude rapidly before !VB 1=1.1
V, and reaches around 2x104 at !VB/=1.5 V. It can also been seen from Fig-5.3 that
the rectification ratio data of the two samples in which the thicknesses of the PAA
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layer and the PAc layer are similar show excellent overlap except the lowest bias,
while the other sample in which the PAc layer was thicker than the PAA layer shows
relatively lower rectification ratio for IVB I<1.1 V and higher rectification ratio for
WBI>1.1 V.
5.3.2 Open-circuit relaxation from bias
The changes of open-circuit potential as a function of time during the relaxation
of the AulPAAIPAclAu junction from steady-state at different forward (top) and
reverse (bottom) biases are shown in Fig-5.4, with the time axis in logarithmic scale.
It is observed that the time dependent open-circuit potential of both bias directions
evolve with bias magnitude in a way that is consistent with Eq. (4.2) in Chapter-IV.
At biases that resulted in a steady-state electronic conductivity that is substantially
lower than the ionic conductivity, which is the case for -1.3 V::;VB ::;+0.3 V, the initial
values of Voc are close to the magnitudes of applied bias. At other biases, the initial
values of Voc differ from IVB I to various degrees depending on the corresponding
steady-state current at each bias, and the relaxation of Voc over time is reflective
of the redistribution of mobile cations in PAA as indicated by the time scale of the
initial slow decay of Voc(t) for VB>0.5 V and VB=-1.5 V.
Exposing the AulPAAIPAclAujunction to acetonitrile vapor increases the limiting
initial value of Voc(O) for both forward and reverse biases, as can be seen in Fig-5.5
where the Voc(O) values of three different samples in their dried state are also shown.
The change in the limiting value of Voc(O) upon exposing the sample to solvent
vapor is similar to the observations on the single-layer AullonomerlAu structure,
and consistent with the prediction of Eq. (4.2) upon changing the ratio between
electronic conductivity and ionic conductivity. A limiting Voc(O) value of around 1.2
V at VB=-1.5 V indicates that for reverse biases in the range of -0.1 V to -1.5 V,
all the injected electronic charge carriers are compensated by mobile ions.
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FIGURE 5.5: The initial open-circuit potential as a function of applied bias for
three AulPAAIPAclAu samples of different thickness. The data represented by solid
symbols were collected from the 2001200 nm sample at the presence of acetonitrile
vapor.
5.3.3 Internal discharging during open-circuit
A quantity of key importance is the total amount of electronic charge carriers that
were injected at the steady-state of each bias. One way of estimating the amount of
injected charge is discharging the sample from steady-state through short-circuiting
and integrate the short-circuit current. Similar to the case of single-layer structure,
the mix-conducting nature of the ionomers used will inevitably result in a portion of
the injected charge recombining internally and hence leading to an underestimate
of the total charge by integrating the short-circuit current. The extend of this
underestimate, however, can be assessed via the same way that was used in Chapter-
IV, where an open-circuit state is maintained for various lengths of time between the
removal of applied bias and the beginning of short-circuit measurement. The amount
of charge lost to internal recombination as a function of time in open-circuit state
can then be used to estimate what percentage of the total injected charge might have
been lost during the short-circuit measurement.
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FIGURE 5.6: The ratio of charges recovered through short-circuiting after a short
period of open-circuit relaxation following the removal of bias, to the total charge
recovered through immediate short-circuiting from steady-state.
Fig-5.6 shows the ratio of the amount of charge recovered after different lengths
of open-circuit times (1 minute, 3 minutes, and 10 minutes), to the amount of charge
recovered through immediate short-circuiting, for various bias voltages. Note that a
ratio greater than 1 that is observed from the data of negative biases of low magnitude
for short open-circuit times is a result of negligible internal recombination and small
variation of results among repeated measurements. In general, the percentage of
total charge lost during the open-circuit period increases with increasing steady-state
current (internal electronic conductivity) and increasing open-circuit time. Therefore
by short-circuiting, the estimates of injected charge for reverse biases are always closer
to the true value than the estimates for forward biases at same bias magnitude. For
forward biases less than 1.5 V, the short-circuit charge should account for more than
half of the true amount of injected charge, given the fact that the external impedance
is much lower than the internal electronic conductivity during short-circuiting.
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5.3.4 Short-circuit relaxation from bias
Typical data of time dependent short-circuit currents of both forward (top) and
reverse (bottom) biases within the range of ±1.5 V are shown in Fig-5.7 for a
AulPAAIPAclAu sample of 2201300 nm. Two sets of data are plotted together in
Fig-5.7 to show that variations between repeated measurements on the same sample
are not significant.
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FIGURE 5.7: The change of short-circuit current as a function of time for a 2201300
nm AulPAAIPAclAu sample during the short-circuit relaxation from the steady states
at different forward (top) and reverse (bottom) biases.
.From Fig-5.7, a significant difference in the time dependance of of Isc(t)
between forward and reverse biases can be identified. At reverse biases, the time
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dependance of Isc(t) for IVBI>0.5 V is very similar to that of IVBI<0.5 V. At forward
biases, however, two relatively slow changing region on the Isc(t) curves along the
logarithmic time begin to emerge for biases higher than 0.7 V. And at VB =+1.5
V, the Isc(t) curve looks much like the superposition of two discharging processes
of different time scales, with the faster process having a time constant similar to
the discharging of a single-layer PAc sample and the slower process having a time
constant close to that of discharging a single-layer PAA sample.
One possible explanation for the particular shape of Isc(t) at VB =1.5 V is
that the total amount of injected charge has two components, one component was
compensated by the redistribution of mobile anions provided by PAc, and the other
component was compensated by the redistribution of mobile cations provided by PAA .
During the short-circuit discharging, the anion compensated component discharges
faster due to the higher mobility of anions, as implied by the result from impedance
measurements. This explanation would imply that under forward biases higher than
0.7 V, some anions from the PAc layer have accumulated in the PAA layer to provide
charge compensation for injected holes, while a certain amount of cations from the
PAA layer have moved into the PAc layer to compensate the charge of injected
electrons.
The total amount of charge integrated from short-circuit current is shown in
Fig-5.8 as a function of applied bias for two AuIPAA/PAcIAu samples of different
thickness. The simulated result of charging a typical ionic double layer that has a
equivalent capacitance of 3 p,F/ cm2 is also shown for comparison. It is seen from
Fig-5.8 that, for VB <-1.3 V, the voltage dependence of short-circuit charge is very
similar to that of charging a capacitor with equivalent capacitance of about 6 p,F/ cm2 ,
while for -0.7 V<VB<0.5 V, the short-circuit charge is close to or less than that of
charging a 3 pF/cm2 equivalent capacitor. At forward biases higher than 0.5 V the
short-circuit charge appears to increase exponentially with increasing bias, although
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FIGURE 5.8: The total charges obtained from short-circuit experiments as a function
of applied bias for two AulPAAIPAciAu samples. The theoretical values of charging
a double layer with 3 /LF/cm2 capacitance and an area of the sample are represented
by dashed lines.
the actual increase could be faster than what is shown in Fig-5.8 if the charges lost
to internal recombination, which also increases with bias, are taken into account.
Another way of showing the short-circuit charge differences between forward and
reverse bias is calculating the ratio of short-circuit charge between forward and reverse
biases of the same magnitude. The result of this charge ratio is shown in Fig-5.9 as a
function of bias magnitude for two sets of separate measurements on the same sample.
Note that due to the more significant loss of charge to internal recombination for
higher forward biases as compare to reverse biases, the actual ratio could be higher
for IVBI>0.5 V. The charge ratio starts off at about 1 for the lowest bias, then stays
at around 1.6 for IVBI=0.3 V, 0.5 V, 0.7 V, and 0.9 V. After IVBI=0.9 V, the charge
ratio begins to increase quickly.
The difference in the amount of short-circuit charge between forward and reverse
biases, and their bias magnitude dependence suggest that the charge injection process
at reverse biases is likely coupled to a non-Faradic interfacial charging process, while
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FIGURE 5.9: The ratio of short-circuit charge between forward and reverse bias
of the same magnitude, for two separate sets of measurements on a 2201300 nm
AulPAAIPAclAu sample.
the charge injection process at forward biases higher than 0.9 V is coupled to a
Faradaic process involving the bulk of material.
5.3.5 Monitoring the sample with impedance spectroscopy
As an attempt to obtain information about the electronic charge carrier density
and spatial distribution at the steady-state of each bias, the small-amplitude (50
mY) AC impedance spectrum of the AulPAAIPAclAu junction at steady-state was
recorded for all applied biases, in the frequency range of O.01HZ to 1MHZ. Since the
impedance spectrum involving the mobile ions will not change with bias, any change
in the overall impedance spectrum can be attributed to the electronic charge carriers.
The steady-state impedance spectra of a AulPAAIPAciAu sample for reverse
biases between -0.1 V and --1.5 V are shown in Fig-5.10, in terms of phase
angle (top), apparent capacitance (bottom,left ordinate), and apparent conductivity
(bottom, right ordinate). It can be seen that for IVB I<1.1 V, the conductivity
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spectrum and capacitance spectrum are dominated by that of the mobile cations,
and the effect of electronic charge carriers can be better seen from the change of
phase angle spectrum as the applied bias changes. For WB I>1.1 V, the change in
impedance response due to electronic charge carriers can be clearly seen in all three
spectra. Interestingly, at VB =-1.5 V, the capacitance value in the low frequency
region becomes negative as the corresponding phase angle becomes positive. The
origin of the negative capacitance will be discussed later.
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FIGURE 5.11: The phase angle (top), capacitance per unit area(bottom, left
ordinate), and conductivity (bottom, right ordinate) as a function of frequency (in
log scale) for a 2001200 nm AulPAAIPAciAu sample, when the sample is near steady-
state under different forward biases.
Fig-5.11 shows the steady-state impedance spectra of the same sample as in Fig-
5.10 under forward biases between 0.1 V and 1.5 V. In Fig-5.11, the changes in
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impedance spectra due to electronic charge carriers can be clearly seen for all but the
lowest bias. It is observed that the low frequency (j<0.2 HZ) apparent capacitance
of the junction increases by orders of magnitude as bias increases, and for biases close
to +1.5 V there is a frequency range within which the apparent capacitance become
negative. Interestingly the sign of low frequency apparent capacitance was also
found to be inconsistent among samples, as evidenced by the impedance spectra of
a different sample shown in Fig-5.12, where the low frequency apparent capacitances
are negative although the magnitudes are comparable to that of the other sample
shown in Fig-5.Il.
The large magnitude of the low frequency apparent capacitance can be explained
by the change in the amount of injected charge induced by the 50 mV AC signal. In
the low frequency region, mobile ions in the active material will be able to redistribute
to compensate for any additional injected electronic charge carriers, therefore the
AC signal will in effect modulate the doping density of the material. In the voltage
regime of bipolar charge injection the capacitance of the material is determined by
its volume, hence a very large apparent capacitance value on the order of 10-3 F/cm2
is achievable.
The origin of the negative apparent capacitance that was observed in the low
frequency region for high biases of both directions is unclear. It is possible that when
the phase angle is very close to zero, small changes in the overall conductivity due
to the AC signal could result in a positive apparent phase angle.
For forward biases higher than 0.3 V, a relaxation process that has an apparent
capacitance of about 30 nF/cm2 can be identified from Fig-5.Il, most visibly by a
shoulder feature in the capacitance spectrum that moves towards higher frequency
as the bias magnitude increases. A zoom in view of this shoulder feature is shown
in Fig-5.13 for three samples of different thickness at VB =1.3 V and VB =1.5 V. For
comparison, the geometric capacitance of the 400 nm thick AulPAA IPAciAu structure
is about 1.1 x 10-8 F / cm2 . Corresponding to this shoulder feature, a small change
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symbols). Circles-1501160 nm, triangles-2001200 nm, stars-220\300 nm.
can also be identified from the conductivity spectrum. It is observed in Fig-5.13
that the capacitance value (~30 nF/ cm2) at the low frequency side of this shoulder
is almost equal for the sample of 1501160 nm and the sample of 2001200 nm, while
the corresponding capacitance value for the 2001300 nm sample is lower by about 10
nF/ cm2 . The capacitance values at the high frequency side of the shoulder feature is
around the value of the geometric capacitance for each sample, and the values vary
according to each sample's total thickness.
The observed relaxation process and its bias dependence could be qualitatively
explained if one assumes that the injected electrons in the PAc layer at forward bias
have a much lower mobility than the injected holes in the PAA layer. In such case,
there will be a frequency range within which electrons can not follow the AC signal
while holes where able to, hence the PAA layer and the PAc layer will behave like
a resistor (PAA) and capacitor (PAc) in series with the resistance of PAA changing
with the applied bias. The time constant of this RC relaxation is determined by
the resistance of the hole-containing region, and the thickness of the electronic-only
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nm AulPAAIPAciAu sample calculated from one set of biased impedance data at
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region which could be as large as the thickness of the PAc layer. A calculation of
the thickness d of the electron-only region based on the capacitance values of the RC
relaxation gives d ~145 nm for the 1501160 nm sample, d ~150 nm for the 2001200
nm sample, and d ~200 nm for the 2201300 nm sample. An example of similar RC
relaxation due to difference in charge carrier mobility is the impedance response of
the AulPAAIPAclAu without a DC bias (see Fig-2.18 in Chapter-II).
The apparent electronic conductivity of the entire AulPAAIPAciAu structure can
. . Isslbe estImated eIther from the steady-state current through (Japp = -A (where l
VB
is the separation between Au electrodes and A is the electrode area), or from the
biased conductivity spectra after correcting for ionic conductivity. A comparison of
the resulting (Japp values from both methods is presented in Fig-5.14. For forward
biases, it is seen that the (Japp values obtained from AC impedance data (at 1=0.16
HZ) are substantially higher than the values calculated from steady-state current
except for the lowest bias where the result is less reliable. At high magnitude reverse
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biases (I VB I>1.1 V) the (Japp values from impedance data are also higher than that
calculated from Iss. At low magnitude reverse biases the electronic conductivities
are too low to be reliably extracted from impedance data, therefore only the results
calculated from steady-state current are shown. It is interesting to see that at low
magnitude reverse biases, the apparent conductivity value initially decreases with
increasing bias magnitude before reaching the lowest value at VB =-O.5 V and then
increases as bias magnitude increased further. This initial decrease of (Japp at low
reverse biases will be discussed later.
The observation that the (Japp values obtained from AC impedance data are higher
than that calculated from the Iss for VB >O.1 V and VB <-1.1 V suggest that, in the
impedance result, there is an additional contribution to the apparent conductivity
from the response of electronic charge carriers within the material to the AC signal,
and this contribution increases with the increase of applied bias magnitude. This
observation seemed consistent with the earlier assumption of an RC relaxation due
to the mobility difference between holes in the PAA layer and electrons in the PAc
layer at forward bias and vice versus at reverse bias. The difference between the two
methods of calculating apparent conductivity is also consistent with a difference in
mobility between holes and electrons, since the low mobility of electrons will have
a stronger effect on the calculated value of apparent conductivity from steady-state
current.
To monitor the in-situ changes of electronic charge carriers in the AulPAAIPAciAu
junction in response to an applied bias as well as during the course of relaxation from
steady-state, the response of the junction to a small amplitude AC voltage signal of
50 mV was monitored at j=20kHZ, 2kHZ, 200HZ, 100HZ, 10HZ, 1HZ and O.IHZ
during the system's evolution to and relaxation from steady-state. The result of
such an impedance measurement is shown in Fig-5.15 for VB =+1.5V and in Fig-5.16
for VB =-1.5V, with an emphasis on the relaxation process. The relaxation process
starts at t=60 minute for all graphs.
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FIGURE 5.15: The change in conductivity and phase angle of a AulPAAIPAclAu
sample as a function of time during the evolution to steady-state and relaxation from
steady-state at O.IHZ, 1HZ, 10HZ, 120HZ, 2kHZ, 20kHZ, for a forward bias of 1.5
V. The data at j=120HZ was interpolated from that of j=100HZ and j=200HZ.
A comparison of the relaxation process between Fig-5.15 and Fig-5.16 shows the
drastic differences between forward and reverse biases. In the reverse bias, changes in
both the conductivity spectrum and the phase angle spectrum during the relaxation
process only last for a few minutes, and most of the changes occur in the low frequency
region. For the forward bias, the changes in both conductivity spectrum and phase
angle spectrum during the relaxation process are more significant and feature-rich.
Changes in conductivity at all monitored frequencies can be clearly seen for the first
10 minutes during the relaxation from VB =1.5 V, and the low frequency phase angle
shows an interesting initial dip towards a more capacitive value before rise up again
and then approaches the value at zero bias. These changes suggest that significant
amount of electronic charge carriers have been injected into the ionomers at VB = 1.5
V, and it took at least several minutes for them to completely disappear during the
relaxation from steady-state.
5.3.6 Blocking the ion exchange at the PAAIPAc interface
For the purpose of illustrating the crucial role of the PAAIPAc interface and show
that the ability for mobile ions to move across the PAA!PAc interface is essential to
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FIGURE 5.16: The change in conductivity and phase angle of a AulPAAIPAclAu
sample as a function of time during the evolution to steady-state and relaxation from
steady-state at j=O.lHZ, 1HZ, 10HZ, 120HZ, 2kHZ, 20kHZ, for a reverse bias of 1.5
V. The data at j=120HZ was interpolated from that of j=100HZ and j=200HZ.
the Au/PAAIPAcIAu junction's asymmetric I-V response, a control experiment was
carried out on a modified structure in which an additional 50A Au layer was inserted
between the two ionomer layers. Previous electrochemical studies on polyacetylene
ionomers have shown that a thin Au layer is permeable to mobile ions when the
sample is soaked with acetonitrile. It is believed that when the sample is dried, a
Au layer between the PAA and PAc will significantly impede the ion flow across
the interface if not blocking the ion flow completely. Therefore it is predicted that
a AulPAAIAulPAciAu sample should behave similar to a normal AulPAAIPAciAu
sample when soaked with acetonitrile, and behave just like two AulIonomerlAu
samples in series when it is dried.
The result of such an experiment on a AulPAAIAulPAclAu sample is shown in
Fig-5.17. It can be seen that the I-V response of a dried AulPAAIAulPAc IAu sample
(thick line) does not exhibit significant asymmetry, while exposing the sample to
acetonitrile vapor for 3 minutes was enough to induce a dramatic change in its I-V
response (open circles, right ordinate). Drying the sample under active vacuum for
several hours after the exposure to acetonitrile vapor changes the AujPAAIAulPAciAu
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sample's I-V response (thin line) back to symmetric, but with slightly higher current
and less hysteresis than the I-V curve before exposure to acetonitrile vapor.
The dramatic change in the I-V response of the AulPAAIAulPAciAu sample after
exposure to acetonitrile vapor argues that the ability for mobile ions to exchange
across the PAAIPAc interface is crucial to the rectifying behavior.
5.3.7 The origin of asymmetric I-V response
A comparison of the AulPAAIPAclAu structure's capacitance spectrum to that of
the Aullonomer/Au structure in Chapter-II indicated the existence of an interfacial
capacitance between the PAA layer and the PAc layer. The results in Chapter-III
and Chapter-IV have shown that the charge injection process as well as the electronic
charge transport process of the two ionomers are very similar, and the results in
this chapter have shown that the ion transport across the PAAIPAc interface plays
a crucial role in the asymmetric current-voltage response of the AulPAAIPAciAu
structure.
Base on these results, it is logical to assume that an ionic depletion regIOn
across the PAAIPAc interface exists as a result of mobile ion equilibration, and
the direction dependence of ion transport across this depletion region is responsible
for the asymmetric I-V response of the AulPAAIPAciAu junction. A working
mechanism, which will be called "dynamic pn junction model" , of the mix-conducting
AulPAAIPAciAu junction is consequently proposed as following:
1. Equilibration of mobile ions between the PAA layer and the PAc layer results
in a built-in field across the PAAIPAc interface.
2. At equilibrium, local charge neutrality holds III the bulk of the material
excluding the two electrode surface regions and the depletion region near the
PAAIPAc interface.
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3. Equilibration of electronic charge carriers under the influence of a built-in
electric field results in the self p-doping of the PAA layer and the self n-doping
of the PAc layer at zero bias.
4. An applied bias changes the concentration of electronic charge carriers III
each ionomer layer through charge injection and consequently changes the
concentration of charge-compensating ions until a new dynamic equilibrium
is established.
5. The equilibrium concentration of electronic charge carriers at each applied bias
determines the overall conductivity of the AulPAAIPAciAu junction.
A schematic of the electronic energy levels of the AulPAAIPAciAu junction at
different biases according the the proposed working mechanism is shown in Fig-5.18.
At zero bias (Fig-5.18(a)), the band bending caused by the built-in electric field
leads to self p-doping of the PAA layer and self n-doping of the PAc layer, charge
compensation of holes in PAA is provided by the diffusion of cations into PAc as well
as the diffusion of anions from PAc into PAA and vice versus for electrons in PAc.
At forward bias (Fig-5.18(b)), the injection of holes into PAA increases the p-doping
level (and hence the conductivity) ofthe PAA layer while driving more mobile cations
into the PAc layer. Consequently, the potential difference across the depletion region
decreases. A similar process involving electron injection happens in the PAc layer.
At reverse bias (Fig-5.18(c)), the injection of electrons into the PAA layer first lead
to a decrease of the p-doping level from zero bias, then an increase of n-doping level
as the bias magnitude further increases. A similar change of doping level due to the
injection of holes happens in the PAc layer. During the transition between p-doping
and n-doping as the magnitude of reverse bias increases, there is an initial decrease of
net electronic charge carrier densities in both layers. This initial decrease in charge
carrier density could potentially be observed from the change in AC conductivity of
the junction as a function of applied reverse bias magnitude.
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The charge compensation for the injected electronic charge carriers under reverse
bias is, however, more difficult compared to that under forward bias, since the injected
electrons in the PAAlayer will have to be compensated by the additional accumulation
of mobile cations in the PAA layer in excess of the density of fixed anions (and vice
versus for hole injection into PAc). The accumulation of excess cations in PAA
is against the process of cation diffusion into PAc as a result of the concentration
gradient across the PAAIPAc interface. This accumulation will inevitable widen the
depletion region thus increasing the potential difference across the depletion region.
Therefore the doping level in both the PAA layer and the PAc layer are limited by
the capacitance of the depletion region when the junction is under reverse bias. The
relationship between the short-circuit charge and bias magnitude shown in Fig-5.8
for reverse biases of IVB I>1.3 V was indeed similar to the charge-voltage relation of
a capacitor with 6 llF/cm2 capacitance.
The working mechanism of a mix-conducting AulPAAIPAclAu junction as
described by the above dynamic pn junction model is fundamentally different from
that of a purely electronic pn junction, in that the doping level of each ionomer layer
is dynamically changing with the applied bias, and the asymmetry in the I-V response
is the consequence of a difference in the achievable doping level between forward and
reverse bias. The dynamic pn junction model also suggest that a smaller effective
capacitance of the PAAIPAc interface could improve the rectification ratio of the
junction by reducing the achievable doping level at reverse biases.
According to the dynamic pn junction model, the magnitude of the built-in
potential ¢bi at zero bias can be estimated through the equilibrium conditions for the
mobile charge carriers. The PAA side of the device will be referred to as the "left"
side and the PAc side of the device the "right" side. For simplicity, it is assumed
that ions are completely dissociated and that all charge densities are symmetric with
respect to the PAAIPAc interface, the mobile cation (anion) concentration in the
PAA layer is the same as the mobile anion (cation) concentration in the PAc layer,
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i.e. nz:: = n~ and n~ = n~, and the hole (electron) concentration in the PAc layer
is the same as the electron (hole) concentration in the PAA layer, i.e. nf = n~ and
L R
ne = nh ·
At zero bias, the equilibrium of mobile cations and electrons requires that:
¢bi = kBT In n~ = kBT In n~
q n~ q n~ (5.1)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, and q is the charge of a
proton. Eq. (5.1) implies that:
Local neutrality further requires that:
nL r-.J n L L _ n + L L r-.J 2nLh r-.J h - n e - 0 n A - nc r-.J A
where no is the density of fixed ions. Therefore
(5.2)
with the law of mass action for electronic charge carries, n; = n~nf = n~n~, and
Eq. (5.2) we then have:
(5.3)
(5.4)
Combining Eq. (5.3) with Eq. (5.1) gives:
¢bi = kBT In n~ = ~ kBT In 2n~
q nc 3 q ni
If one assumes that nz:: always approximately equals to the stoichiometric ion
density of 2x1021 /cm3 , Eq. (5.4) says that if the intrinsic electronic charge carrier
density ni is known then ¢bi can be estimated, and vice versus. A rough estimate
of the ¢bi at zero bias base on ni = 2 x 1011 /cm3 (a band gap of Eg = 1.4 eV, and
an equal effective density of state of N s = 1023 /cm3 for both conduction band and
valence band) gives ¢bi ~ 0.35 V.
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5.4 Summary
In this chapter, current-voltage and impedance measurements were used to
investigate the origin of the asymmetric I-V response of the Aul PAA IPAc IAu junction.
The time evolution of the junction's overall current IB(t) under bias shows that the
mobility of cations in the PAA layer was limiting the response speed of the junction.
And the bias dependance of I B (t) indicates that significant electronic charge carriers
can be injected at both signs of bias.
The bias dependance of short-circuit charge indicates that the injection of
electronic charge carriers at reverse bias was coupled to a non-Faradaic process that
involves only interfacial capacitances, while the charge injection at forward bias was
coupled to a Faradaic process that involves the capacitance of the entire ionomer
layer.
Small amplitude AC impedance spectra of the AulPAAIPAclAu junction at the
steady-state of both forward and reverse biases indicate that the amount of injected
electronic charge carriers were significantly higher at forward bias than at reverse
bias of same magnitude, and that the injected holes has a higher mobility than the
injected electrons.
Control experiment on AuJPAAIAulPAclAu structure demonstrates that the ion
transport across the PAA/PAc interface plays a crucial role in the asymmetric I-V
response of the AuIPAA!PAc!Aujunction.
Based on experimental results from this chapter and previous chapters, a dynamic
pn junction model was proposed to describe the working mechanism of the mix-
conducting Au/PAAIPAciAu junction. The model was able to explain the observed
changes of both the short-circuit charge and the steady-state current with applied
bias. The model was then used to estimate the built-in potential across the ionic
depletion region near the PAAIPAc interface.
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CHAPTER VI
PHOTOVOLTAIC RESPONSE OF POLYACETYLENE
IONOMERS AND THEIR HETERO-IONIC JUNCTION
In this chapter, the photovoltaic response ofthe AulPAAIPAclAu junction as well
as each individual ionomer in AulIonomerlAu configuration will be investigated to
verify the working mechanism of the mix-conducting junction.
6.1 Introduction
The dynamic pn junction model that was proposed in Chapter-Vas well as the
ionic P-N junction hypothesis in Chapter-I suggest that one should be able to observe
photovoltaic response from the AulPAAIPAciAu junction, owing to the existence of
the built-in electric field and the fact that photo-generation of charge carriers in
polyacetylene has been observed to have reasonably high efficiency. [82, 83, 9]
Photovoltaic response, however, was not observed in the earlier studies on the
AulPAAIPAclAu junction.[19] Less than optimal experimental design and sample
quality as well as an inefficient energy conversion process may have prevented the
discovery of such photovoltaic response. During the experiments in previous chapters,
it was found that internal micro shorts having resistance on the order of MD often
exist in some samples but are not readily detectable unless the sample is dried and
carefully tested. Such micro shorts could have made photovoltage much harder to
detect if the signal was weak.
With improved sample quality and optimized instrument set up, the photovoltaic
response of the AulPAAIPAclAu junction as well as the single-layer AulIonomerlAu
structure will be investigated in this chapter, to verify whether dissimilar self-
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doping of the PAA and PAc layer predicted by the model will indeed lead to
photovoltaic response in a mix-conducting hetero-ionic junction that otherwise has
nearly symmetric electronic properties.
6.2 Experimental details
Bi-layer AulPAAIPAclAu samples and single-layer AulIonomerlAu samples were
prepared and annealed following the same procedures as described in the experimental
details section in Chapter-II. The sample was kept under vacuum (P<20 mTorr)
during all experiments.
A Keithley 236 Source-Measure Unit was used for both photocurrent and
photovoltage measurements. A custom Labview program was used for controlling
the instrument and recording data. The light source used for photovoltaic response
experiments was either a 30 mW green diode Laser at A = 532 nm with a beam size
of about 1 mm, or a tunable 5W Diode-Pumped Solid-State Laser from Coherent,
Inc. that has a beam size of about 3 mm.
6.3 Results and discussion
In presenting the results throughout this chapter, the positive electrode refers to
the electrode that was interfaced with the PAA layer for AulPAAIPAclAu samples,
and refers to the top electrode for AulIonomerlAu samples. During laser illumination,
if light enters the sample through the top electrode (which is also the electrode
connecting to the PAA layer for AulPAAIPAclAu samples), it is referred to as "Front
illumination" .
6.3.1 The time evolution of photovoltaic response
When a AuIPAA]PAcIAu sample that is free from micro electrical shorts was
illuminated by a 30 mW green laser at A = 532 nm, photovoltaic response was
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indeed observed. The open-circuit voltage VaG of a 2701200 nm AulPAAIPAciAu
sample under the back (PAc) side illumination of a focused 30 mW green laser is
shown in Fig-6.1 as a function of time.
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FIGURE 6.1: The change of open-circuit voltage with time of a AulPAAIPAclAu
sample illuminated by a focused 30 mW laser at ),=532 nm.
It is seen that the open-circuit voltage started off at about 0.1 V and increases
substantially during the fist minute under illumination before leveling off slowly at
longer time with a final value of about 0.43 V at t = 30 minute. The time scale
of this slow rise in VaG(t) is typical of the cation redistribution in the PAA layer,
as can be seen by a comparison between Fig-6.1 and Fig-5.1 in Chapter-V. The
time dependance of VaG (t) indicates that the generation and separation of electronic
charge carriers has lead to the corresponding redistribution of compensating ions.
6.3.2 Dependence on illuminating direction
To rule out the possibility that the photovoltaic response could result from the
two electrode interfaces through an asymmetry in light intensity due to absorption
of the material, the responses of a 1601150 nm AuIPAAIPAc/Au sample under both
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front (PAA) side and back (PAc) side illumination were compared in Fig-6.2. The
response of the short-circuit current to light is shown in the top panel, while the
response of VOG (t) is shown in the bottom panel.
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FIGURE 6.2: The response of a AulPAAIPAclAu sample to the illumination of a
100 mW green light at A=532 nm, with a beam size slightly larger than the sample
area of 0.125 cm2 . The change of current with the on/off of illumination is shown in
the top graph, and the change in open-circuit voltage is shown in the bottom graph.
Solid lines: illuminated from the PAc side. Dashed lines: illuminated from the PAA
side.
It can be seen from Fig-6.2 that the sign of both short-circuit current and open-
circuit voltage didn't change with the direction of illumination. It is interesting that,
although the open-circuit voltages are similar for both back and front illumination,
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the short-circuit current during the font illumination was much lower. This difference
in short-circuit current between front and back illumination will be discussed later.
Given the similarity in electronic properties between the PAA and the PAc layer,
the unidirectional photovoltaic response of the AulPAAJPAclAu structure strongly
suggests that the preferential separation of photon generated holes and electrons
resulted from the asymmetry across the PAAIPAc interface rather than from the
effect of electrode interfaces.
6.3.3 Thickness dependence
Experimental results from different samples revealed that the efficiency of photo
energy conversion was dependent on the sample thickness. Fig-6.3 shows the I-V
curves of two samples of different thickness under same illumination condition. It
is observed that the thinner sample shows a lower open-circuit voltage but a much
higher short-circuit current than the thicker sample.
The thickness dependance of the open-circuit potential and short-circuit current
can be explained by the effect of sample thickness on internal resistance when the
AuIPAA!PAciAu functions as a power source under illumination. At open-circuit,
the lower internal electronic resistance of the thinner sample functions as a shunt
resistor and makes recombination of photon generated electrons and holes faster,
thus lowering the measured open-circuit voltage. At short-circuit, however, thinner
PAA and PAc layers (lower internal resistances) facilitate the transport of separated
charge carriers to the electrodes where they are collected, therefore resulted in higher
short-circuit current for the thinner sample.
6.3.4 The photoresponse of individual ionomer
For the purpose of control experiment, the response of the nominally symmetric
AulIonomerlAu structure to illumination was also investigated. The photovoltaic
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FIGURE 6.3: The I-V curve of two AulPAAIPAclAu samples of different thickenss
under full device area (0.125 cm2 ) illumination of a 30 mW green laser at A=532 nm
from the PAc side of the device.
response of a AulPAAIAu sample is shown in Fig-6.4 for both directions of
illumination. It can be seen that the photovoltaic response of the AulPAAIAu was
indeed symmetric, with the illuminated electrode always at lower potential.
The symmetric response of the AulPAAIAu sample to light is consistent with the
built-in symmetry of the structure. While the polarity of the short-circuit current
and open-circuit voltage can be explained by the difference in mobility between holes
and electrons and the attenuation of light intensity within the ionomer film. The
results from Chapter-III indicated that electrons are much less mobile than hole
in both PAA and PAc. Due to absorbtion by the material, the intensity of light is
stronger at the side of incidence. When higher concentration of holes and electrons are
generated near the illuminated electrode, holes will diffuse away faster than electrons
which results in a higher concentration of electrons near the illuminated electrode,
therefore the illuminated side is always the negative electrode. The magnitude of the
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focused 30 mW green light at ),=532 nm. The change of current with the on/off of
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short-circuit current and the open-circuit voltage will then depend on the absorbtion
coefficient as well as the thickness of the ionomer.
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FIGURE 6.5: The photovoltaic response of two AulPAclAu samples of different
thickness under the illumination of a focused 30 mW green light at >'=532 nm.
PA~-200 nm, PA~-120 nm. The change of current with the on/off of illumination
is shown in the top graph, and the change in open-circuit voltage is shown in the
bottom graph. Solid lines: illuminated through the top electrode. Dashed lines:
illuminated through the bottom electrode. Positive potential corresponds to top
electrode (+) versus bottom electrode (-).
The photovoltaic responses of two PAc samples of different thickness are shown in
Fig-6.5. For the thinner sample, only the response to back illumination is shown. It is
seen that the sign of both short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage changes with
illumination direction, although the magnitudes of Isc and Vac are not as symmetric
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as that of the PAA sample (Fig-6.4) upon switching illumination direction. The
difference in the magnitude of response between front and back illumination might
be attributed to a difference in optical path, and hence intensity loss due to interfacial
reflection, between the two illumination directions, because the bottom (back) Au
electrode is in contact with glass substrate while the top (front) Au electrode is in
contact with air. The thinner sample was observed to exhibit substantially lower
magnitude of both short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage under the same
illumination condition, presumably due to a smaller difference in carrier concentration
between the front and back electrode interfaces.
6.3.5 Light intensity dependence of the response
The light intensity dependance of the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit
current for the AulPAAIPAcJAu junction was also investigated. the It is seen from
Fig-6.1 and Fig-6.2 that both Vae and Ise evolve with time under continuous
illumination, therefore to compare the responses at different light intensity, the
open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current values at t ~ 200 seconds was used
based on the observation from Fig-6.1 that the change in Vae(t) was slow after 200
seconds of illumination. The intensity dependance of Vae and Ise for a 1601150 nm
AulPAAIPAclAu sample is shown in Fig-6.6 as a function of laser output power. Since
the laser beam spot size doesn't change during the experiment, the light intensity is
directly proportional to laser power.
From Fig-6.6, it is observed that the short-circuit current of the AuIPAA[PAciAu
junction increases with increasing laser power, while the Vae increases initially then
saturates at about 400 mW. Consistent with the observation in Fig-6.2, illuminating
the sample from the PAA side resulted in significantly lower short-circuit current
than illuminating from the PAc side, although the ratio between the I se of back
illumination and the I se of front illumination decreases with increasing light intensity.
The open-circuit voltage differs to a much lesser extend compared to short-circuit
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current upon switching illuminating direction. At lower light intensity «50 mW) 1
the sample shows lower VaG under front illumination but the difference reverses at
higher light intensity.
6.3.6 Photovoltaic response of the ionomer junction
The observed photovoltaic response of the Au\PAA\PAcIAu junction can be
explained by the dynamic pn junction model proposed in the previous chapter. A
schematic of the junction's response to uniform illumination according to the dynamic
pn junction model is shown in Fig-6.7. The electronic properties of PAA and PAc
are assumed to be identical.
In the absence of light, the PAA layer and the PAc layer are p-doped and n-
doped, respectively, due to the equilibration of mobile charges across the PAAIPAc
interface, but the chemical potential of electrons is uniform throughout the device.
The open-circuit potential VaG is therefore zero.
When the AuIPAAIPAc/Au junction is uniformly illuminated, in the bulk of the
junction the excitation of electrons from valence band to conduction band moves
the quasi Fermi level of the electrons in the valence band, E fv , closer to the valence
band edge while at the same time also moves the quasi Fermi level of the electrons
in the conduction band, E fc , closer to the conduction band edge. This splitting
between E fv and E fc enables the junction under illumination to supply electric
power to the external circuit. For a material with intrinsic electron density ni, the
splitting between E fc and Efv is determined by the steady-state electron and hole
concentration, n e and nh, under illumination through the relation:
(6.1)
In the p-type material, the difference between E fv and the unilluminated Fermi level
is smaller than the difference between Efc and the unilluminated Fermi level due to
the higher concentration of holes already exist, and the opposite is true in the n-type
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FIGURE 6.7: A schematic of the photovoltaic response of a AulPAAIPAciAu
junction. E fe and E fv are, respectively, the quasi Fermi levels of electrons in the
conduction band and valence band under uniform illumination. /-le is the chemical
potential of electrons when the sample is in the dark.
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material. Because of recombination at the electrode surface, E fe and E fv converges
to Fermi level of each electrode.
At open-circuit, no net current should exist at steady-state throughout the
junction, therefore near the electrode surface, the electronic current due to the change
of E fe and the hole current due to the change of E fv should cancel out with each
other. In the p-doped material, the conductivity of holes are much higher than the
conductivity of electrons, hence the change in E fv as it approaches the electrode is
correspondingly slower than the change in E fe , and the opposite changes happen
in the n-doped material. The offset between the Fermi level of the electrode in
contact with the p-doped material and the Fermi level of the electrode in contact
with the n-doped material determines the maximum energy that can be extracted
by recombining an electron-hole pair through the external circuit, which is eVoc .
In a pure electronic pn junction, the doping levels of both the p-type and n-type
material and thus the Fermi levels of their contacting electrodes are fixed, therefore
the maximum VOG is fixed. In the mix-conducting hetero-ionic jucntion, however,
the mobile ions can redistribute in response to changes in electronic charge carrier
concentration, hence the doping levels of both the p-type and the n-type material
will change accordingly until the system achieves a new equilibrium, in which the
separation of equilibriurn Fermi levels (determined by doping level) between the p-
type material and the n-type material is close to the splitting between E fe and E fv .
Therefore ideally the measured VOG of the AulPAAIPAciAu junction is determined
only by the generation and recombination process in the material, i.e. Voc ~ E fe -
E fv . This represents a fundamental difference between a pure electronic pn junction
and a mix-conducting hetero-ionic junction.
The change of doping level in the AulPAAIPAclAu junction during illumination
is consistent with the observation that the open-circuit voltage evolves with a time
constant that is typical of ion redistribution in the PAA, and consistent with the
observed relationship between steady-state open-circuit voltage and light intensity.
(6.2)
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Under the symmetric material assumption and relatively weak illumination (n~ ~
constant), the open-circuit voltage of a dynamic pn junction can therefore be
calculated through the following relation according to Fig-6.7 and Eq. (5.2)
VaG = kBT (21n n~ -In n~) = kBT In (nf)32e ni nG e 2nGni
Where the steady-state electron concentration in the n-type (PAc) material, n:,
changes with light intensity <PL,
In the case when n: changes linearly with light intensity <PL, Eq. (6.2) predicts
that within the low light intensity regime, a plot of VaG versus In <PL will ideally have a
slope of 3kB T Ie, or VaG will change by 0.18 V per decade of change in light intensity.
This prediction is supported by observation that, the linear region of VaG versus log
of laser power in Fig-6.6 shows a slope of ~ 2kB T Ie for back illumination and a
slope of ~ 2.5kB T lefor front illumination. The weaker than predicted dependence
is likely due to a sub-linear relationship between n: and <PL as a result of the balance
between carrier generation and recombination processes under illumination.
Eq. (6.2) also leads to a method for experimentally estimating the magnitude of
cPbi. Immediately after the junction is illuminated with sufficiently strong light (E fc -
E fv :::: cPbi) , the large amount of generated electronic carriers could neutralize the
ionic space charge to achieve a fiat band condition before the mobile ions have time
to redistribute. Therefore the initial value of VaG immediately after light is turned
on should ideally equal to the magnitude of cPbi.
In the actual AulPAAIPAciAu junction, the mobility of electrons are believed to
be much lower than that of holes based on the results from previous chapters, and this
difference in mobility between holes and electrons has two practical implications. The
first implication is that the measured VaG value will be less than E fc - E fv , because
near the PAclAu interface, a larger driving force for electrons (thus larger change in
E fc ) will be needed to balance the hole current, therefore part of E fc - E fv will have
to be sacrificed.
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The second implication is that the magnitude of the short-circuit current will
depend on the direction of illumination if the sample is not uniformly illuminated.
When the AulPAAIPAclAu junction is illuminated from the PAc side, the intensity of
light in the PAc layer will be stronger than in the PAA layer, and more charge carriers
will be generated in the PAc layer, vice versus when the sample is illuminated from
the PAA side. Due to much higher mobility, holes in the PAc layer will have a longer
diffusion length than electrons in the PAA layer, therefore when illuminated from the
PAA side, the number of electrons generated in the PAA layer that are able to reach
the PAc layer and get collected will be much less than the number of holes generated
in the PAc layer that are able to reach the PAA layer when the sample is illuminated
from the PAc side. This will result in a lower current for front illumination at the
same light intensity, which was indeed observed in both Fig-6.2 and Fig-6.6.
The low mobility of electrons in both PAA and PAc also suggest that a potential
way to improve the energy conversion efficiency of a AulPAAIPAclAu junction is
to make the thickness of the PAA layer commensurate with the diffusion length of
electrons in the p-doped PAA and the thickness of the PAc layer commensurate with
the diffusion length of holes in the n-doped PAc.
6.4 Summary
Photovoltaic responses of the AulPAAIPAciAu junction as well as the single-
layer AullonomerlAu structure were investigated in this chapter. The observation of
unidirectional open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current on the AulPAAIPAclAu
junction under illumination indicates that the PAA layer was p-doped and the PAc
layer was n-doped at steady-state. And the change of open-circuit voltage with time
under continuous illumination further suggests that ion redistribution was involved
during the system's evolution to steady-state.
The symmetric photovoltaic response ofthe single-layer AullonomerlAu structure,
and the dependence of the AulPAAIPAclAu structure's short-circuit current on
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illumination direction supports the assumption that the mobility of electrons are
lower than the mobility of holes in both PAA and PAc.
Light intensity dependence ofthe AulPAAIPAciAu junction's open-circuit voltage
in the weak illumination regime was found to be consistent with the prediction of the
dynamic pn junction model.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusions
The work in this dissertation seeks to understand the interaction between
ionic charge transport and electronic charge transport in mixed ionic-electronic
conductor systems, with a particular focus on identifying the mechanism of
asymmetric electronic charge transport in hetero-ionic MIEC junctions in which
the two constituent materials have opposite signs of mobile ions. To address
the discrepancies between two existing hypotheses about the origin of asymmetric
electronic charge transport in hetero-ionic MIEC junctions, a series of current-voltage
and AC impedance experiments as well as photoresponse experiments were carried
out on anionically and cationically functionalized polyacetylenes, PAA and PAc,
respectively, and their junctions.
Small amplitude AC impedance spectroscopy was first used in Chapter-II to
investigate the ionic charge transport in both PAA and PAc. The results provided
important information about the ionic aspects of each ionomer such as the ionic
conductivity, the activation energy of ion transport, and the Debye length of ionic
double layer near the electrode-ionomer interface. The impedance experiment
revealed that although the ionic conductivity of the PAA was lower than that of
the PAc by about an order of magnitude at same temperature, the interfacial ionic
double layer capacitance of the PAA was about twice that of the PAc. Modeling of
the impedance data also suggested that ions are fully dissociated in both the PAA
and the PAc, and the mobile ions seemed to be moving in a crowded environment.
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Comparison of impedance experiment results among the AulPAAIAu structure, the
AulPAciAu structure, and the hetero-ionic AuJPAAIPAclAu structure indicates that
an interfacial capacitance exists at the PAAIPAc interface.
The process of electronic charge injection from Au electrode into each ionomer
at the presence of electrolyte was investigated in Chapter-III through the use of
symmetric electrochemical cell, in which the electronic conduction pathway within
the ionomer was intentionally disrupted. The results of electronic charge injection
experiment revealed that holes can be easily injected into both the PAA and the PAc,
and the injection process was coupled to the charging of an ionic double layer at the
opposite electrode until electron injection begins. The onset voltages for electron
injection into the PAA and the PAc were found to be similar, although the injection
of electrons into the PAA was found to be less reversible. This experiment also
revealed that the injection of holes into both ionomers leads to much more significant
increase in the electronic conductivity of the material than the injection of electrons,
which indicates that holes are more mobile than electrons in both the PAA and the
PAc. The impact of different coupling mechanisms (Faradaic vs. non-Faradaic)
between ionic and electronic charge carriers in an electrochemical transistor on the
device's performance was also demonstrated in Chapter-III.
Current-VOltage experiments on single-layer AulPAAIAu structure and
AulPAclAu structure in Chapter-IV clearly demonstrated that ion redistribution
within the ionomer leads to enhanced injection of electronic charge carriers into
the ionomer, which in turn leads to substantial increase in the material's electronic
conductivity. Comparison of experiment results between the two materials further
revealed that the electrical response of the PAA and the PAc are indeed very similar
despite there significant difference in ionic conductivity, and the response time of the
mix-conducing system was determined by the redistribution time of the mobile ions.
The similarities between the AujPAAIAu structure and the AuJPAciAu structure
in both electronic charge carrier injection process and steady-state current-voltage
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relationship, together with the finding that the ionic double layer capacitance of the
two structures only differ by less than a factor of two lead to the conclusion that, the
asymmetric I-V response of the AulPAAIPAciAu structure must originated from the
asymmetry in ionic transport across the PAAIPAc interface.
The AulPAAIPAcJAu junction's time dependent response to constant applied
biases as well as its steady-state properties at each bias were then investigated in
Chapter-V for the purpose of understanding how the overall electronic conductivity of
the AulPAAIPAciAu junction was coupled to the asymmetric transport of ions across
the PAAIPAc interface. Comparison of the amount of injected electronic charges
between forward and reverse biases revealed that significant amount of electronic
charges can be injected in both bias directions, but the charge injection at reverse
biases was coupled to the ionic capacitance of the PAAIPAc interface. A control
experiment further demonstrated that once the transport of mobile ions across the
PAAIPAc interface is blocked, the asymmetry in electronic transport disappears.
Impedance response of the AulPAAIPAciAu junction under constant bias indicated
that the injected holes have a much higher mobility than the injected electrons.
Analysis of the above experimental findings eventually lead to the proposal
of a dynamic pn junction model to describe the working mechanism of the
AulPAAIPAclAu junction. This model relies on the same assumption of ionic charge
equilibration across the MIEC!MIEC interface as in the existing ionic P-N junction
hypothesis. In addition to a qualitative description of the interaction between
the ionic and the electronic charge transport in the AulPAAIPAclAu junction, the
dynamic pn junction model also provides practical ways to estimate the magnitude of
the built-in potential difference across the ionic depletion region, as well as providing
guiding principles for improving the rectification ratio of the junction.
The dynamic pn junction model was further supported by the observation of
photovoltaic response from the AulPAAIPAclAu junction in Chapter-VI. The details
in the AulPAAIPAcJAu junction's response to illumination, e.g. the time dependence
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and light intensity dependence of the open-circuit voltage, can be adequately
explained by the dynamic pn junction model and the ionomers' specific properties,
e.g. mobility difference between electrons and holes. The photovoltaic response of
the AulPAAIPAciAu junction also highlighted a fundamental difference between the
working mechanism of a pure electronic pn junction and a mix-conducting hetero-
ionic junction, in that the doping level of a mix-conducting junction changes with
the level of photo excitation.
In summary, experimental investigations in this dissertation have provided
important knowledge about the interaction between ionic and electronic charge
transports in mix-conducting polyacetylene ionomers and their junctions. The work
in this dissertation also resulted in an improved model of hetero-ionic MIEC junctions
that is capable of quantitatively describing the current-voltage, AC impedance, and
photovoltaic responses of such junction.
7.2 Future work
According to the dynamic pn junction model, one umque property of a mix-
conducting hetero-ionic junction is its ability to dynamically adjust its doping level to
match the level of photo excitation, there is only minimum doping when the junction
is in the dark. This could be advantageous as organic solar energy conversion devices,
since organic semiconductors tend to degrade faster when doped. [84] Therefore, one
possible future direction is to explore new materials and optimize the device structure
of mix-conducting hetero-ionic junctions for photovoltaic applications.
The work in Chapter-IV has shown that the ion mobility in MIECs doesn't seem to
have a significant effect on the steady-state electronic transport except for changing
the response time of the device. But the effect of ion concentration on electronic
charge transport has not been systematically explored. This offers another possible
direction for future investigation of MIEC systems.
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